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Notation
n Number of Stations
M Number of packets in a frame
m Number of fragments in a frame
m′ Number of fragments in a packet
CWmin Minimum contention window size
CWmax Maximum contention window size
NBpS Number of encoded bits per OFDM symbol (NBpS)
TSIFS Duration of SIFS
TDIFS Duration of DIFS
TEIFS Duration of EIFS
Tack Time to transmit an ACK frame
Tsym Interval of an OFDM symbol delay in 802.11a
T phyhdr Time to transmit the PHY headers of a frame
Tmachdr Time to transmit the MAC headers of a frame
T fraghdr Time to transmit the fragment headers in a frame
Tp Time to transmit a packet
Tf Time to transmit a frame
T poh Overhead for transmitting a packet
T foh Overhead for transmitting payload of a frame
δ Propagation delay
σ PHY layer time slot
TI An idle slot duration in analysis
vii
TS Average duration of a successful transmission in analysis
TC Average duration of a collision in analysis
Lpld Payload size of a packet
LACK MAC layer ACK frame size
LSER 802.11a PHY layer SERVICE fields size (16bits)
LTAIL 802.11a PHY layer TAIL fields size (6bits)
Lf Payload size in a frame (bytes)
Lp Packet size (bytes)
Lfrag Fragment size (bytes)
L1 Fragment header size (bytes)
Lmachdr Aggregate size of all MAC headers in a frame (bytes)
Lfraghdr Aggregate size of all fragment headers in a frame (bytes)
LFCS FCS size (bytes)
R PHY layer data rate
pc Conditional collision probability seen by a packet transmitted on the channel
pe Packet error probability (PER) of a packet
pb Bit error rate (BER) of a STA in a stationary state
PI Probability of no transmissions in a slot
PE Probability of erroneous transmissions in a slot
PC Probability of collisions in a slot
PS Probability of successful transmissions in a slot
Table 1: Notation used in this thesis.
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Abstract
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) based wireless net-
works are becoming increasingly ubiquitous. With the aim of supporting rich multimedia
applications such as high-definition television (HDTV, 20Mbps) and DVD (9.8Mbps), one of
the technology trends is towards increasingly higher bandwidth. Some recent IEEE 802.11n
proposals seek to provide PHY rates of up to 600 Mbps. In addition to increasing band-
width, there is also strong interest in extending the coverage of CSMA/CA based wireless
networks. One solution is to relay traffic via multiple intermediate stations if the sender
and the receiver are far apart. The so called “mesh” networks based on this relay-based
approach, if properly designed, may feature both “high speed” and “large coverage” at the
same time. This thesis focusses on MAC layer performance enhancements in CSMA/CA
based networks in this context.
Firstly, we observe that higher PHY rates do not necessarily translate into corresponding
increases in MAC layer throughput due to the overhead of the CSMA/CA based MAC/PHY
layers. To mitigate the overhead, we propose a novel MAC scheme whereby transported
information is partially acknowledged and retransmitted. Theoretical analysis and extensive
simulations show that the proposed MAC approach can achieve high efficiency (low MAC
overhead) for a wide range of channel variations and realistic traffic types.
Secondly, we investigate the close interaction between the MAC layer and the buffer
ix
above it to improve performance for real world traffic such as TCP. Surprisingly, the issue
of buffer sizing in 802.11 wireless networks has received little attention in the literature yet
it poses fundamentally new challenges compared to buffer sizing in wired networks. We
propose a new adaptive buffer sizing approach for 802.11e WLANs that maintains a high
level of link utilisation, while minimising queueing delay.
Thirdly, we highlight that gross unfairness can exist between competing flows in multi-
hop mesh networks even if we assume that orthogonal channels are used in neighbouring
hops. That is, even without inter-channel interference and hidden terminals, multi-hop mesh
networks which aim to offer a both “high speed” and “large coverage” are not achieved. We
propose the use of 802.11e’s TXOP mechanism to restore/enfore fairness. The proposed
approach is implementable using off-the-shelf devices and fully decentralised (requires no
message passing).
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In a computer or telecommunication network where participants communicate via a common
physical medium, how we should coordinate their actions so that certain performance goals
can be met? In the literature, this is known as the multiple access problem, with the
corresponding protocols and mechanisms known as medium access control (MAC). The
multiple access problem arises when the underlying medium is broadcast in nature, where
messages from a station can be heard by all other stations that are in the listening area.
With current physical layer techniques, if more than one station starts a transmission at
the same time, all the transmitted frames will be lost. MAC layer protocols are therefore
required to coordinate transmissions by competing stations to allow for sharing the common
medium.
The coordination techniques can be classified into four subcategories: frequency division
multiple access (FDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), code division multiple
access (CDMA) and carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). In
this thesis, we consider how to improve performance for 802.11 family protocols which are
based on CSMA/CA.
1
21.1 802.11 Family of Protocols
A series of CSMA/CA based standards have been specified by the IEEE. They are primarily
designed for wireless local area networks (WLANs), but can also be used in wireless ad hoc
or wireless multi-hop mesh networks. In this section, we provide a brief review of these
protocols. Further details will be introduced in the following chapters when necessary.
1.1.1 802.11
In the first CSMA/CA based standard [1] which is known as 802.11, IEEE defines a MAC
layer and three physical (PHY) layers at the 2.4 GHz band: Infrared, FHSS (frequency-
hopping spread spectrum) and DSSS (direct-sequence spread spectrum). The maximum
supported physical layer rate is 2 Mbps.
At the medium access layer, two MAC access methods are specified: a mandatory dis-
tributed coordination function (DCF) and an optional point coordination function (PCF).
We only consider the DCF scheme in this thesis, as PCF is not typically implemented in
real devices.
In the DCF, a station wishing to transmit first listens to the channel. If the channel
is sensed “idle” for a time DIFS (distributed inter-frame space) then the station begins a
random backoff. If the channel is sensed “busy” at any time during the backoff, the backoff
is paused until the channel is sensed idle for time DIFS, and then resumed.
On transmitting a data frame, if this frame is received correctly, the receiver sends back
an ACK frame after a short inter-frame space (SIFS) period. There are two requirements on
the duration of SIFS. First, the duration should be long enough to ensure that the physical
(PHY) layer of the receiver can turn itself from receiving to transmitting state. Second,
SIFS should be shorter than DIFS so that an ACK frame can be sent before stations resume
their backoff. In the DCF scheme, DIFS is equal to SIFS plus two idle slots1.
1Slot time is physical layer dependent. For example, a slot time is 9 µs and 20 µs in IEEE 802.11a [3]
and 802.11b [2] respectively.
3The random backoff process before sending a data frame is used for mitigating colli-
sions. Time is slotted and the random backoff is achieved by scheduling a random number
uniformly from the range of [0, CW − 1], where CW is the current contention window
size. After each successful transmission, CW is reset to the minimum contention window
size CWmin. If a transmission is lost (indicated by not receiving the corresponding ACK
frame), the CW is doubled if the maximum allowable contention window size CWmax has
not been reached yet (otherwise, CWmax is used as the new contention window size, i.e.,
CWmin ≤ CW ≤ CWmax).
1.1.2 802.11b/a/g — High Speed Extensions
The maximum PHY rate of 2 Mbps in 802.11 is typically not fast enough for modern
applications. To support higher throughput, a series of extensions to the original 802.11
protocol are specified in which physical layer changes are specified but the MAC layer left
unchanged.
In 802.11b [2], a physical layer standard for WLANs in 2.4 GHz radio band is specified.
Three orthogonal channels are supported and the maximum link rate is 11 Mbps per channel.
In 802.11a [3] , another physical layer standard for WLANs is specified. But this time
the radio band is restricted in the 5GHz band, which means that 802.11a is not compatible
with 802.11b/g anymore. There are eight orthogonal channels and the maximum physical
layer link rate is 54 Mbps per channel.
In 802.11g [4], a new physical layer standard for WLANs in the 2.4 GHz radio band is
defined. There are three orthogonal channels available in 802.11g, with a maximum rate
of 54 Mbps per channel. The 802.11g standard can support OFDM (orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing) modulation. For backward compatibility with 11b however, it also
supports CCK (complementary code keying) modulation.
41.1.3 802.11e — The QoS Extension
IEEE 802.11e [5] is a MAC layer extension to the 802.11 standard for Quality of Service
(QoS) provision. It can be used with the physical layers introduced above, i.e., 802.11a/b/g.
The QoS that is provided by 802.11e is known as soft QoS because it is not possible
to guarantee absolute throughput/delay/jitter in CSMA/CA based networks (due to the
randomness of the operations.). It is therefore more appropriate to refer to the QoS here
as “differentiation”, which is realised using four separate queues.
In more detail, at each station, 802.11e introduces four first-in first-out (FIFO) queues.
Incoming packets from upper layers are mapped into different queue(s) according to their
demands. A distinct CSMA/CA instance with its own parameters is used for each queue.
Each queue thus behaves similarly to a single DCF station contending the channel. The
differentiation between these queues is controlled by the associated CSMA/CA parameters
CWmin[AC], CWmax, AIFS and TXOP . As noted above, CWmin and CWmax specify the
minimum and maximum values of the contention window. The AIFS parameter is the name
for DIFS in 802.11e. By adjusting this parameter the time that a CSMA/CA instance waits
before resuming backoff can be controlled. The TXOP parameter specifies the duration that
a queue is permitted to transmit once it has won a transmission opportunity. This duration
can be made long enough to allow multiple frames to be transmitted back-to-back in a
burst. Frames in the same TXOP burst are separated by SIFS. Note that when queues at
the same station attempt transmissions in the same slot, a virtual collision is said to occur.
In this case, the queue with the highest priority is allowed to transmit.
1.2 Challenges
CSMA/CA based 802.11 technology is becoming increasingly ubiquitous in last-mile access
networks. With the aim of supporting rich multimedia applications such as high-definition
television (HDTV, 20Mbps) and DVD (9.8Mbps), one of the technology trends is towards
increasingly higher bandwidth. Some recent 802.11n proposals seek to support PHY rates
5of up to 600 Mbps ([6, 8, 9, 124]). Meanwhile, in order to provide extended coverage range
which is a key requirement for last-mile solutions, a second trend is towards greater use of
multiple wireless hops in both office environments and the home. Multi-hop wireless is also
of interest for broadband back-haul infill and for municipal and rural wireless coverage.
Higher PHY rates do not however necessarily translate into corresponding increases in
upper layer throughput because overhead at the MAC layer means that efficiency typically
decreases with increasing PHY rates [11, 122]. Improving both PHY and MAC efficiency
is still not sufficient to ensure high system level throughput: consideration of interactions
between the MAC/PHY and transport layer is also required. Moreover, increasing PHY
rates typically come at the cost of reduced coverage. Although multi-hop networks can
potentially be used to increase coverage while maintaining high rates, great unfairness can
exist amongst competing traffic flows [42] due to the fact the 802.11 based MAC layer fails to
provide a fair allocation capability. Our aim in this thesis is to address these key challenges.
1.3 Contributions
1.3.1 Mitigating Overhead For Very High-Speed WLANs
To understand the impact of MAC layer overhead on system performance, we first develop an
analytical model for the current MAC layer scheme, i.e., the 802.11 DCF. Our results show
that the MAC layer throughput can not exceed 50 Mbps when IEEE 802.11n2 physical layer
parameters are used. We then investigate the possibility of using existing schemes to achieve
higher MAC layer throughput, with the particular aim of achieving at least 100 Mbps at the
MAC layer. A promising option is the Block ACK (BTA) scheme of IEEE 802.11e [5]. With
the BTA scheme, multiple data frames followed by only one ACK frame are transmitted in
a block. We extend our 802.11 DCF model to evaluate the BTA performance. Our results
show that the BTA scheme can achieve 100 Mbps at the MAC layer. However, it can only
do so if the underlying physical rates used are higher than 500 Mbps, which means that
2IEEE 802.11n is a future standard that is being specified by the IEEE to support very high-speed in
WLANs.
6more than 80% of the capability provided by the physical layer is wasted by the MAC layer.
In the BTA scheme, the contention window backoff and MAC ACK frame transmission
time are amortised over multiple frames, therefore improving efficiency. However, as the
PHY rate is increased, the time to transmit a frame quickly becomes dominated by PHY
headers, and the BTA throughput efficiency rapidly decreases.
We therefore develop a novel scheme called Aggregation with Fragment Retransmission
(AFR). In the AFR scheme, multiple packets are aggregated and transmitted in a single
large frame3. If errors occur during transmission, only the corrupted fragments of the frame
are retransmitted. We propose a zero-waiting mechanism where frames are transmitted im-
mediately once the MAC wins a transmission opportunity. An analytic model is developed
to evaluate the throughput and delay of AFR over noisy channels, and to compare AFR
with competing schemes. We implement the AFR scheme in the network simulator NS-2
and present detailed results for TCP, VoIP and HDTV traffic. Results suggest that AFR
is a promising MAC technique for very high-speed WLANs. Moreover, AFR is particularly
effective for rich multimedia services with high data rates and large packet sizes, which are
key applications in future WLANs.
1.3.2 Buffer Sizing for WLANs
We observed during the AFR work that there can be a close interaction between the MAC
layer and the buffer above it for real world traffic such as TCP. Surprisingly, this buffering
issue has received little attention in the 802.11 literature.
The classical rule of thumb is to provision buffers to be equal to the bandwidth of the
link multiplied by the average delay (which is typically described by round trip time or
RTT) of the flows utilising this link: the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) [112]. While
buffer sizing has been a major design issue for wired links (see for example [14] [97] [117]),
a number of fundamental new issues arise in 802.11 WLANs. Firstly, the mean service rate
3We define a packet as what MAC receives from the upper layer, a frame as what MAC transfers to the
PHY layer, and a fragment as part(s) of a frame.
7at a wireless station is strongly dependent on the level of channel contention and thus on
the number of active stations and their load. Secondly, even when the network load is fixed,
the packet inter-service times at a station are not fixed but vary stochastically due to the
random nature of the CSMA/CA operation. As a result, neither the bandwidth nor the
delay in 802.11 WLANs are constant, in contrast to the wired links. We therefore do not
have a fixed BDP value available to provide a basis for sizing buffers.
We first consider an adaptive sizing algorithm based on measurement of the current
average service rate to emulate the BDP rule in WLANs. The effectiveness of this first al-
gorithm is verified against simulations. To exploit statistical multiplexing gains in WLANs,
we also propose a second adaptive buffer tuning algorithm. This involves feedback control
of buffer sizes based on measurements of the buffer idle and busy time. The effectiveness
of these algorithms for achieving high link utilisation while minimising queueing delay is
demonstrated via extensive simulations.
1.3.3 Restoring Fairness in Multi-hop Networks
A relay-based multi-hop network, if properly designed, can potentially offer both “high
speed” and “large coverage” simultaneously. However, we highlight that the 802.11 DCF
scheme can lead to gross unfairness in multi-hop networks, even without interference and
hidden terminals related issues. This MAC induced unfairness can be particularly prob-
lematic in the context of multi-hop as unfairness can become amplified over multiple hops.
That is, a 802.11 multi-hop network offers both “high speed” and “large coverage” is still
not practical. Using the TXOP functionality of 802.11e, we propose a new MAC scheme
that restores/enforces per-flow fairness. The proposed scheme is simple, implementable
using off-the-shelf devices and fully decentralised (requires no message passing). The ef-
fectiveness of the proposed scheme is demonstrated both via simulations and experimental
measurements.
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1.4 Outline
This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the models for the DCF and
BTA schemes. In Chapter 3, 4 and 5, respectively, the AFR scheme for very high-speed
WLANs, the proposed buffer sizing scheme and the unfairness issues in multi-hop networks
are introduced.
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CHAPTER 2
Modelling Existing Protocols
The underlying MAC technique used by 802.11a/b/g/e is the same, i.e., the DCF scheme
of 802.11. A first question we seek to address is whether it is possible to support 100 Mbps
at the MAC layer if the DCF is used in future very high-speed WLANs. To answer this
question, a detailed analysis of the DCF scheme is required. In this chapter, we develop an
analytical model (called the DCF Model) for this purpose. A key novelty of the DCF Model
is that we explicitly model the impact of channel errors on MAC layer throughput. This is
important for two reasons. First, prior models normally assume that the wireless channel is
error free, yielding results that tend to be optimistic. Second, as we will see in Chapter 3,
in future 802.11n schemes, it is proposed that MAC layer ACK frames are sent back even
when parts of the data frame are lost. This means that it is necessary to distinguish error
events from frame losses due to collisions in order to gain a proper understanding of MAC
layer operation. Using the DCF Model, we show that the DCF scheme is not fundamentally
capable of supporting 100 Mbps at the MAC layer.
In the second part of this chapter, we then investigate the possibility of using existing
proposals to achieve the desired aim, i.e., 100 Mbps at the MAC layer. The most promising
option at the time of this work was the Block ACK (BTA1) scheme of IEEE 802.11e [5].
1We use BTA as the acronym for this scheme because in 802.11e [5] BA is used as the name of the block
acknowledgement packet of this scheme.
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With the BTA scheme, multiple data frames are transmitted in a block followed by a single
ACK frame. We extend the DCF model to evaluate the performance of the BTA scheme.
Using this model, we first show the advantages of BTA over DCF, and analyse how to select
a proper block size so as to maximise performance. We then demonstrate that BTA can
support 100 Mbps in future 802.11n only if the physical layer rate is faster than 500 Mbps.
2.1 802.11 DCF
2.1.1 Related work
The behaviour of the 802.11 DCF mechanism in error free channels has been analytically
modelled in many previous papers, most of which are based the seminal paper of Bianchi
[20]. Amongst these extensions, Wu et. al. in [120] consider the impact of a finite retrans-
mission limit, which is assumed to be infinite in [20].
We give a detailed review of Bianchi’s model with Wu’s extension as our models for
the DCF and BTA schemes in this chapter and our proposal for future 802.11n in the next
chapter are all based on it.
In [20], Bianchi first introduced a 2-dimensional stochastic process {s(t), b(t)} to model
the backoff behavior of the DCF scheme with saturated stations2. Process b(t) represents
the backoff counter, and it is decremented at the beginning of each slot. The slots used in the
model correspond either to idle slots, successful transmissions or colliding transmissions. For
an idle slot, the duration corresponds to the physical slot time. In a successful or collision
slot, however, b(t) is frozen for the duration of a transmission. When b(t) reaches zero,
transmission is triggered and a new backoff starts. If the transmission is successful, the
contention window is reset to CWmin and the backoff counter is assigned a value selected
uniformly randomly from 0 to CWmin. If the transmission fails, the contention window is
doubled if the maximum value CWmax has not been reached yet (otherwise, CWmax is used
as the new contention window size). The backoff counter in this case is assigned a random
2A station is said to be saturated if it always has frames available to send.
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Figure 2.1: The Markov chain proposed in Wu’s model. In this figure, Wi =
min(2iCWmin, CWmax) and pf is the probability that a transmission fails.
value in the range from 0 to the new contention window.
This implies that b(t) depends on the transmission history. To capture the history,
another process s(t) is defined for the backoff stage. In addition, the following two assump-
tions are made. First, the transmission probability τ in every slot time is constant and
the same for all stations. Second, at each transmission attempt, regardless of the number
of retransmissions, each frame is lost with an independent constant probability pf . Under
these assumptions, the 2-dimensional stochastic process {s(t), b(t)} forms a Markov chain
as shown in Fig. 2.1. In this chain, all states are aperiodic, recurrent and non-null, and thus
the process is ergodic [58] and a stationary distribution exists. One can solve for τ and pf
for the stationary distribution of this Markov chain as follows.
In [20] and [120], it is assumed that there are no transmission errors, so
pf = pc = 1− (1− τ)n−1, (2.1)
where pc is the probability of a collision (conditioned on a transmission taking place) and
n is the number of stations in the network.
Let r and z be the maximum retry limit and the maximum allowed backoff stage re-
spectively. Notice that if r ≥ z, the contention window size can be increased up to the
maximum CWmax which will be used when a frame is re-sent more than z times, i.e.,
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CWmax = 2
zCWmin. If r ≤ z, a frame will be discarded before the current contention
window reaches CWmax. We then have that the backoff window at the i-th backoff stage is
Wi = min(2
iCWmin, CWmax). (2.2)
The transition probabilities of the Markov chain in Fig. 2.1 are given by

P{i, k|i, k + 1} = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ r 0 ≤ k ≤Wi − 2
P{0, k|i, 0} = (1− pf )/W0, 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 0 ≤ k ≤W0 − 1
P{i, k|i − 1, 0} = pf/Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r 0 ≤ k ≤Wi − 1
P{0, k|r, 0} = 1/W0, 0 ≤ k ≤W0 − 1.
(2.3)
These transition probabilities account respectively for: 1) the decrements of the backoff
counter when the channel is sensed idle for a slot; 2) after a successful transmission, the
backoff for the new frame starts from stage 0; 3) a colliding transmission leads to an increase
in backoff stage; 4) if the transmission is unsuccessful at the maximum backoff stage, then
the backoff stage is reset to zero and the corresponding frame is dropped, or else in the
case of successful transmission the backoff stage is also reset to zero but for sending a new
frame.
Let bi,k = limt→∞ P{s(t) = i, b(t) = k} be the stationary distribution of the Markov
chain, where i ∈ [0, r], k ∈ [0,Wi − 1]. We have that
bi,0 = p
i
fb0,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ r. (2.4)
Owing to the chain regularities, for each k ∈ (0,Wi − 1), we have that
bi,k =
Wi − k
Wi


(1− pf )
∑r−1
j=0 bj,0 + br,0, i = 0,
pfbi−1,0, 0 < i ≤ r.
(2.5)
Using (2.4), Equation (2.5) can be simplified as
bi,k =
Wi − k
Wi
bi,0, 0 ≤ i ≤ r. (2.6)
Therefore, with (2.4), (2.6), and (2.2), b0,0 is obtained using the normalization condition
1 =
r∑
i=0
Wi−1∑
k=0
bi,k =
r∑
i=0
bi,0
Wi + 1
2
=
r∑
i=0
pifb0,0
Wi + 1
2
, (2.7)
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from which we have that
b0,0 =


2(1−2pf )(1−pf )
(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )r+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )
, r ≤ z,
2(1−2pf )(1−pf )
(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )z+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )+W2zpz+1f (1−2pf )(1−pr−zf )
, r > z.
(2.8)
We can now calculate the transmission probability τ that a station transmits in a ran-
domly chosen time slot. Since a transmission occurs only when the backoff counter reaches
zero, τ can be expressed as
τ =
r∑
i=0
bi,0 = b0,0
1− pr+1f
1− pf
=


2(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )
(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )r+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )
, r ≤ z,
2(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )
(1−pf )W (1−(2pf )z+1)+(1−2pf )(1−pr+1f )+W2zpz+1f (1−2pf )(1−pr−zf )
, r > z.
(2.9)
From Equations (2.1) and (2.9), a solution for pf and τ can be found numerically.
2.1.2 The DCF Model
In this section we develop a new model that encompasses the impact of channel errors.
We define a collision as an event where at least two stations start transmissions in
the same slot and assume that none of the receivers can decode the transmitted frames
correctly3. We define an error as an event where a frame is corrupted due to reasons other
than collisions.
In the case of collisions or errors, each sender waits for an ACK frame until its ACK timer
expires, and then performs a new random backoff before retransmission. All other stations
wait until the frame transmission is over and defer an EIFS duration before resuming
their backoff process. The duration of EIFS is the sum of a SIFS, a DIFS and an ACK
transmission interval, i.e., TEIFS = TSIFS+T
phy
hdr +TACK +TDIFS where the notation used
is defined in Table 1.
3We assume that there is no capture effect and there are no hidden terminals.
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Similarly to [20] and [120], we use a discrete time Markov chain model to study the
random backoff behavior of a station. The key differences are i) we modify the probability
pf to include the probabilities of both collisions and errors, and ii) we introduce a new prob-
ability pe which denotes the probability of an error event when a frame is being transmitted.
We assume that at each transmission attempt, regardless of the number of retransmissions,
each frame has a constant failure probability pf which is expressed as
pf = 1− (1− pc)(1− pe) = pc + pe − pepc. (2.10)
where pc is the probability of a collision (conditioned on a transmission taking place).
We can obtain pe by assuming that the two events “data frame corrupted” and “ACK
frame corrupted” are independent, i.e.,
pe = p
data
e + p
ack
e − pdatae packe , (2.11)
where pdatae and p
ack
e are the packet error rates for data frames and ACK frames respectively.
Assuming that the wireless channel is Gaussian with uniformly distributed bit errors, the
packet error probability pdatae of a data frame is
pdatae =
Lp∑
i=1
(
Lp
i
)
pib(1− pb)Lp−i = 1− (1− pb)Lp , (2.12)
where pb and Lp are the bit error rate and the length (in bits) of the frame respectively.
Similarly, we obtain the frame error probability for an ACK frame packe as
packe = 1− (1− pb)Lack , (2.13)
where Lack represents the length of the ACK frame.
The bit error rate (BER) pb can be estimated by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio for
different modulation schemes. For example, for BPSK and QPSK modulations it can be
expressed as [92]
pb = Q
(√
2
Eb
N0
)
. (2.14)
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For M-ray QAM (M can be 16 or 64 in 802.11a), pb can be expressed as
pb ≈ 4(1 − 1√
M
)Q
(√
3Eb
(M − 1)N0
)
, (2.15)
where EbN0 is the bit-energy-to-noise ratio of the received signal and Q is defined as
Q(x) =
∫ ∞
x
1√
2pi
e
−t2
2 dt. (2.16)
Assuming that each frame collides with a constant probability pc, we have
pc = 1− (1− τ)n−1. (2.17)
Combining Equation (2.10) and Equation (2.17), we get the expression of pf as
pf = 1− (1− pe)(1 − τ)n−1, (2.18)
where pe is from Equation (2.11).
Equation (2.9) and Equation (2.18) represent a nonlinear system of equations with two
unknown variables (τ and pf ) which can be solved numerically.
The saturation throughput S is
S =
PSE[Lpld]
E[T ]
, (2.19)
where PS is the probability of a successful transmission, E[Lpld] is the expected packet size,
and E[T ] denotes the expected slot duration. To calculate the expected slot durations, we
need to consider five possible types of slot (as shown Fig. 2.2) with durations:
• TI , an idle slot;
• TS , the average duration of a successful transmission;
• TC , the average duration of a collision. Since hidden terminals are not considered,
only the data frames can collide with each other, and there are no collisions between
ACK frames;
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Figure 2.2: Slot durations used in the DCF Model.
• T dataE , the average time that the channel is sensed busy when there is a transmission
error in a data frame;
• T ackE , the average time that the channel is sensed busy when there is a transmission
error in an ACK frame.
Note that the first three terms (TI , TS , TC) have been used in the literature. However,
the calculation of TC in the literature (where TC = T
phy
hdr + Tdata + δ+ TDIFS) is sometimes
not accurate. According to the 802.11 standard [1] the channel has to be reserved for an
EIFS interval (TEIFS) after a data frame collision is detected. So,
TC = T
phy
hdr + Tdata + δ + TEIFS (2.20)
and
TEIFS = TSIFS + T
phy
hdr + Tack + δ + TDIFS. (2.21)
where Tdata and Tack denote the transmission time of a data frame and an ACK frame
respectively.
Moreover, because the 802.11 MAC protocol cannot differentiate collisions from error
events, the protocol behaves the same in both cases, i.e., T dataE = TC . Other stations
in these two cases use an EIFS interval as the waiting period, and the sender waits for
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TACKOut + TDIFS. According to the 802.11 standard [1]
TACKOut = TSIFS + T
phy
hdr + Tack + δ, (2.22)
so the sender waits for the same duration as other stations. If a data frame is successfully
received but its ACK is lost due to errors, all other stations will treat this event as a
successful transmission, i.e., reserve the channel for duration T ackE = TS .
We therefore have that

TI = σ
TS = T
phy
hdr + Tdata + δ + TSIFS + T
phy
hdr + Tack + δ + TDIFS
TC = T
phy
hdr + Tdata + δ + TEIFS
T dataE = T
phy
hdr + Tdata + δ + TEIFS
T ackE = TS .
(2.23)
The values of Tdata and Tack are PHY layer dependent. In the case of an 802.11a PHY,
we have that
Tdata = Tsym ⌈LSER + LTAIL + Lp
NBpS
⌉, (2.24)
and
Tack = Tsym ⌈LSER + LTAIL + Lack
NBpS
⌉, (2.25)
where ⌈.⌉ denotes the ceiling function that returns the smallest integer value greater than
or equal to its argument value, Tsym, LSER, LTAIL, NBpS denote the duration of a symbol,
the size of the SERVICE field, the size of TAIL field, and the number of bit per symbol of
802.11a [3], respectively.
The expected slot duration E[T ] is then
E[T ] = TIPI + TSPS + T
data
E P
data
E + T
ack
E P
ack
E + TCPC (2.26)
where PI = (1 − τ)n is the probability of an idle slot, PS is the probability of a successful
transmission, and PC is the probability of a collision. P
data
E and P
ack
E are the probabilities
that errors occur in a data or an ACK frame. We have that
P dataE = nτ(1− τ)n−1pdatae , (2.27)
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and
P ackE = nτ(1− τ)n−1(1− pdatae )packe . (2.28)
The probability PS for a successful transmission in a slot is
PS = nτ(1− τ)n−1(1− pe) = nτ(1− τ)n−1(1− pdatae )(1− packe ). (2.29)
and
PC = 1− (1− τ)n − nτ(1− τ)n−1. (2.30)
Assuming a fixed frame size, the expected packet size E[Lpld] = Lp where Lp is the
packet size.
Finally, the system throughput can be computed as
S =
PSLp
TIPI + TSPS + T dataE P
data
E + T
ack
E P
ack
E + TCPC
, (2.31)
where all variables are known.
2.1.3 Validation
We validate the DCF Model using the network simulation4 tool, NS-2 (version 2.27) [12].
We modified the transmission time of the PLCP preamble and PLCP header in NS-2 to
be a constant 20 µs duration as required by the 802.11a specification (in the original NS-
2 code, the PLCP preamble and PLCP header are transmitted at the basic rate.). We
also modified the simulator to generate transmission errors independently of collisions. The
transmission power used by each station is set to be high enough so that stations are able to
hear each other and there are no hidden terminals. Table 2.1 lists the 802.11a MAC/PHY
layer parameters used.
We begin by comparing the simulation results with the predictions obtained from the
Bianchi model [20], the Wu model [120] and the DCF Model. A BER of 10−5 is used and
4For all the simulations involved in this thesis, we run the tests for a long enough time to ensure stable
results, i.e., without noticeable difference between each separate run. We also select a distinct random seed
for each run to generate all the related random variables in the simulator, so that each run should behave
differently if it is in a stable state.
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TSIFS (µs) 16
σ (µs) 9
TDIFS (µs) 34
T phyhdr (µs) 20
CWmin 15
LFCS (bits) 32
δ (µs) 1
Tsym (µs) 4
R (Mbps) 6
Table 2.1: MAC/PHY parameters used for the DCF scheme, corresponding to IEEE 802.11a
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Figure 2.3: (a): Comparison between the DCF Model, NS simulations and related models
with BER = 10−5. (b): The DCF Model vs. simulations as the frame size is varied. 50
stations and a variety of BER values. MAC/PHY Parameters as in Table 2.1.
the number of stations is varied from 5 to 80. As shown in Fig. 2.3(a), the DCF Model
is in good agreement with the simulation results while the models in [20] and [120], where
channel errors are ignored, yield less accurate predictions.
In Fig. 2.3(b), we illustrate the impact of channel errors on throughput as the frame size
is varied. It can be seen that the DCF model is accurate for low and medium channel BERs
(i.e. BER = 10−6 and BER = 10−5), and slightly overestimates the throughput on very
noisy channels (i.e. when BER = 10−4). Even for the latter case however, the difference
between the model and the simulation is less than 1%, which means that the DCF Model is
accurate enough to predict performance in error prone channels. An interesting observation
from this figure is that a larger frame size results in a higher throughput when the channel
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BER is low. However, when the channel BER is higher, increasing the frame size decreases
the throughput, and thus the optimal frame size depends on the channel conditions. This
issue will be further addressed in Chapter 3.
2.2 Throughput Limitations of DCF
Transmission of a frame inevitably carries an overhead, which we can consider as additional
time T poh. In the DCF the overhead includes the time T
phy
hdr required to transmit the PHY
header, the time Tmachdr to transmit the MAC header, the CSMA/CA backoff time TCW , and
the time Tack to transmit a MAC ACK.
In order to clarify the impact of the overhead, we define the MAC throughput efficiency
as
η =
Tp
Tp + T
p
oh
(2.32)
where Tp is the time required to physically transmit a packet (i.e., the frame payload), and
T poh = T
phy
hdr + T
mac
hdr + TCW + Tack as explained above. As the PHY rate R increases, for a
fixed packet size Lp the time Tp = Lp/R to transmit the packet decreases. If T
p
oh does not
also decrease then the efficiency η → 0 as R→∞.
As the PHY rate increases, the contention time TCW does not decrease towards zero
due to the constraints placed on the minimum slot size by clock synchronisation require-
ments and on DIFS by the need for backward compatibility. Similarly, the duration of
the PHY header is not expected to decrease with increasing PHY rate owing to backward
compatibility and PHY-layer channel equalisation requirements [6]. Thus as the PHY rate
is increased, the time to transmit a frame quickly becomes dominated by the fixed overhead
associated with the PHY header, contention time etc.
In Fig. 2.4 it can be seen that even with the very high physical rates which are likely
to be supported in future 802.11n networks, throughput never exceeds 50 Mbps with the
DCF. In order to achieve 100 Mbps therefore the MAC layer has to be modified.
Some proposals for improving the DCF have been targeted at minimising the contention
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Figure 2.5: DCF efficiency vs PHY rate under ideal conditions (no collisions nor channel
errors) with a 1024-byte frame size. The y-axis represents the ratio of the MAC throughput
to the PHY rate.
time component TCW of the overhead by regulating the random backoff process (see e.g.,
[30] [125] [80]) to reduce the number of collisions and idle slots. However, in very high-speed
networks, the MAC throughput efficiency is still low even when the contention window is
minimised. For example, we illustrate in Fig. 2.5 the efficiency in the ideal case where
the channel is perfect with neither collisions nor errors [122], hence the overhead of the
backoff process is minimised. It can be seen that the efficiency decreases dramatically as
the PHY rate increases. In a 216 Mbps WLAN, the efficiency is only about 20%. When
PHY data-rate increases to 432 Mbps, the efficiency decreases to around 10%.
The Burst ACK (e.g., [110] [93] and [115]) and Block ACK (e.g., [5], [122]) schemes have
been proposed in the literature for improving the MAC efficiency. Burst ACK performs the
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backoff process once for a series of data and ACK frames (See Fig. 3.2 for details), while
Block ACK goes one step further by using a single ACK frame for multiple data frames
(Fig. 3.2), thus reducing the number of ACKs and SIFS.
In both schemes, the backoff time TCW is incurred once forM frame transmissions, where
M is the size of a burst/block. With Burst ACK, the per packet overhead is approximately
T poh = T
phy
hdr +T
mac
hdr +TCW/M+Tack, while for Block ACK it is T
p
oh = T
phy
hdr +T
mac
hdr +TCW/M+
Tack/M . It can be seen that the contention overhead TCW and MAC ACK overhead Tack
are amortised over multiple packets by these two schemes, thereby improving efficiency.
It can be seen that the Block ACK scheme is more promising in terms of reduced
overhead. We thus focus on this scheme in the next section and develop an analytical
model to investigate whether it can achieve 100 Mbps at the MAC layer as required by
future 802.11n WLANs.
2.3 The Block ACK Scheme
2.3.1 Protocol Details
The Block ACK scheme is proposed in the IEEE 802.11e specification [5]. In the BTA
scheme, on winning a transmission opportunity, multiple frames are transmitted to the
same destination without being acknowledged, with frames sent back-to-back separated by
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a SIFS period. After the last frame is sent, a block acknowledge request (BAR) frame is
transmitted by the sender to enquire which frames have been received successfully, and then
in response a block acknowledge (BA) frame is sent back by the receiver, see Fig. 3.2(c).
Upon receiving the BA frame correctly, the sender defers a DIFS interval and then starts
a new backoff process. Other stations wait until the end of the BA transmission, and defer
for DIFS before resuming backoff.
If two or more stations start transmissions in the same slot, a collision occurs. In this
case, each station sends out a whole block and a BAR frame, and then waits for the BA
frame. The receivers do not send back the BA frames if they detect the collision. When the
senders fail to receive the BA frame, they infer that a collision has occurred, double their
contention window sizes and start a new backoff process as usual.
In the case of frame errors occur due to channel noise, the sender sends out a whole block
and a BAR frame. The receiver then sends back a BA frame to indicate which frames are
successfully received. If the sender receives the BA frame successfully, the correctly received
frames in the block are removed from the sending queue and a new block is constructed for
the next round of transmission.
Here, we assume that stations are saturated so that there are always enough frames
to be transmitted in a block. We note that in non-saturated situations, collisions may
involve simultaneous transmissions with different block sizes and so some frames may still
be received successfully. We do not consider this non-saturation scenario here.
Frame Formats
Fig. 2.7(a) shows the format of a BAR frame. There are two new fields in the BAR frame.
The BAR control field is shown in Fig. 2.7(b). This field is used for quality-of-service
negotiation between the MAC and its upper layer. The Block ACK Starting Sequence
Control field is shown in Fig. 2.7(c). The last 12 bits of this field are used to record the
first frame’s sequence number in a block, the first 4 bits are reserved for future usage.
To inform the sender which frames have been lost in a block, a Block ACK Bitmap field
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Figure 2.7: Format of the block acknowledge request (BAR) frame. (a) The Block ACK
Request packet, (b) The BAR Control field, (c) The Block ACK Starting Sequence Number
field.
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Figure 2.8: Format of the block acknowledge (BA) frame.
is designed in the BA frame as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. It is a 128-byte field, and thus it can
support up to 128 × 8 = 1024 frames in a single block. The Block ACK Starting Sequence
Control field is used to indicate to which BAR this BA frame responds.
Discussion
• BTA differ from previous schemes in the following ways. Firstly, the unit of trans-
mission in the BTA scheme is a block, which consists of multiple data frames and
one ACK. The unit of transmission in the DCF is a single data frame and an ACK
frame, and in the Burst ACK scheme it is a burst which contains multiple data frames
and multiple ACKs. Therefore, the BTA scheme is expected to be more efficient if
collisions are rare. Secondly, in previous schemes, a data frame is acknowledged imme-
diately by an ACK. In BTA, however, a modified sending queue and receiving queue
are required to accommodate block transmissions.
• In the case of a collision in BTA, a whole block will be transmitted (and lost), thus
reducing efficiency. To improve efficiency, IEEE 802.11e [5] proposes that a simi-
lar method to Request-To-Send (RTS)/Clear-To-Send(CTS) is used, i.e., before each
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block transmission, the sender transmits an Add Block ACK Request frame to the
receiver which should respond with an ACK. The receiver then sends an Add Block
ACK Response frame to the sender. Note that use of RTS/CTS inevitably incurs an
additional overhead which is not desired. The use of this technique is thus expected
to be effective only if block sizes are large and at the same time collisions happen
sufficiently frequently.
• BTA can be used to achieve so-called time based fairness [47] [98] in multi-rate net-
works. If the channel states are good for some stations and bad for others, however,
BTA can be used by faster stations so that more frames are sent back-to-back in a
given period of time, thereby improving system efficiency.
• Finally, it can be seen that from a modelling viewpoint the BTA scheme operates in
a similar way to the DCF scheme. In particular, we may treat a block in the BTA
scheme in a similar way to a frame in the DCF because both are considered as the unit
of operation. This understanding suggests that it is possible to extend the previous
analysis to model the BTA scheme.
2.3.2 The BTA Model
In this section, we present an analytical model to compute the saturation throughput for
the BTA scheme in error channels.
We consider a network where all stations can hear each other. Collisions occur when at
least two stations start transmissions at the same time. A transmission error occurs when
frames are corrupted due to reasons other than collisions. We assume that the PHY headers
are always transmitted successfully given the fact that they are usually transmitted at the
basic, hence the safest, rate [1]. We also assume that the transmissions of the BAR and BA
frames are always successful due to the same reason.
We first compute the expected slot duration E[T ]. There are four types of durations in
the BTA scheme as shown in Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Slot durations in the BTA scheme
• If none of the stations transmit any frames, they all wait for a duration TI = σ, where
σ corresponds to a physical slot.
• TS denotes the duration of a slot during which a whole block is transmitted suc-
cessfully. In this case, only one station transmits frames and its transmissions are
successful. The channel state is busy for the duration of a block of frame transmis-
sions plus (Nb−1) SIFSs, a BAR and a BA transmission, where Nb denotes the block
size.
• Let TE be the duration of a slot in which at least one frame in a block is corrupted
due to channel errors. The sender does not stop the transmission and the receiver
responds with a BA frame. The other stations defer a block and a DIFS duration.
• Let TC denote the duration of a slot in which at least two stations start transmissions
simultaneously and so a collision occurs. In this case, no BA frames are sent by the
receivers.
For brevity, we assume that channel errors do not occur on ACK frames. The slot
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durations can then be expressed as
TI = σ
TS = Nb · (Tf + TSIFS) + TDIFS + (Tbar + TSIFS + Tba) + (Nb + 2)(T phyhdr + δ)
TE = TS
TC = Nb · (Tf + TSIFS) + TEIFS + (Tbar + TSIFS + Tba) +
(Nb + 1)(T
phy
hdr + δ) (2.33)
where τ is calculated as per the DCF Model.
As before, the probabilities of each type of slot are
PI = (1− τ)n (2.34)
PS = n · (τ(1− τ)n−1) · (1− pbtae ) (2.35)
PE = n · (τ(1− τ)n−1) · pbtae (2.36)
PC = 1− PI − PS − PE . (2.37)
Letting pe be the error rate of a frame, the probability p
bta
e can be expressed as
pbtae = 1− (1− pe)Nb , (2.38)
where the pe can be computed if the bit error distribution is given.
The saturation throughput SBTA can then be expressed as
SBTA =
PS ·Nb · Lp + PE · E[L]
PITI + PSTS + PETE + PCTC
, (2.39)
where E[L] is the expected frame size successfully transmitted in an erroneous case. Let i
denote the number of the corrupted frames. Assuming Gaussian channel errors, E[L] is
E[L] =
Nb∑
i=1
(
Nb
i
)
· (pe)i · (1− pe)Nb−i · (Nb − i) · Lp. (2.40)
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TSIFS (µ s) 16
σ (µs) 9
TDIFS (µs) 34
T phyhdr (µs) 20
CWmin 15
LFCS (bits) 32
δ (µs) 1
Tsym (µs) 4
Retry limit 4
Frame size (bytes) 1024
Table 2.2: MAC/PHY parameters used for the Block ACK (BTA) scheme, corresponding
to IEEE 802.11a.
2.3.3 Validation
We implemented the BTA scheme in the network simulator NS-2 [12] to validate our ana-
lytical model. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
In our implementation a bitmap array, a sending queue (Sq) and a receiving queue (Rq)
are used. The bitmap array is for recording the number of frames that have been transmitted
successfully. The Sq and the Rq are used to save frames temporarily at the MAC layer. For
convenience, let hSq, tSq, hRq, and tRq denote the head of the Sq, the tail of the Sq, the head
of the Rq, and the tail of the Rq, respectively. The sender stores a frame from the upper
layer at the tSq, and checks whether Nb (the block size) frames have been transmitted. If so,
it constructs a BAR frame at the MAC layer and transmits it. Otherwise, the first frame
at the hSq is popped out and transmitted. On reception of a data frame fj, the receiver
checks its correctness and updates accordingly the bitmap array whose length is equal to
Nb. Then fj is appended at the tRq if it has not been received before. If fj has been in the
Rq but marked as ’corrupted’, the receiver updates its flag. Upon receiving a BAR frame,
the receiver responds with a BA frame containing the bitmap array. Then the bitmap array
is reset for the next round of receiving, and all the correctly received in-order frames in the
Rq are transferred to the upper layer. After receiving a BA frame, the sender removes all
the frames that have been received successfully from the Sq. The contention window size
is reset for both successful and erroneous transmissions. In the case of collisions, receivers
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Figure 2.10: Model validation. In (a), the number of stations is 10. In (b), the block size
used is 8 frames. In both cases, the physical rate used is 6 Mbps. Other parameters are
listed in Table 2.2.
do not transmit the BA frames. Then after a transmission block, a sender waits until the
BAR timeout and retransmits the entire block.
We validate the BTA model in two ways. Firstly, a 10-station WLAN is simulated, in
which each station has a PHY rate of 6Mbps and a UDP traffic rate of 6Mbps. BAR and
BA frames are also transmitted at 6Mbps. Other parameters are listed in Table 2.2. We
plot the results from the simulation and the model as the block size is increased from 1
to 16 frames. The results are plotted in Fig. 2.10(a), where it can be seen that the model
predictions agree well with simulation results.
Secondly, we fix the block size and increase the number of stations. The corresponding
results are plotted in Fig. 2.10(b). Again, it can be seen that the model remains accurate
as the channel becomes highly loaded.
2.3.4 Choice of BTA Block Size
An important question for BTA is how to choose the block size to maximise the channel
efficiency. In Fig. 2.11, we plot the performance of BTA for a range of PHY rates as the
block size is increased from 1 to 64 frames. We observe that a block size of 16 frame is
sufficient to achieve close to maximum efficiency over a wide range of PHY rates, with larger
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Figure 2.11: Impact of the block size on the performance achieved by BTA. 10 stations,
BER is 10−5, frame size used is 1024 bytes. Other parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
block sizes yielding only minor further improvements. We therefore use a block size of 16
frames hereafter.
2.3.5 Comparison with DCF
In Fig. 2.12(a) we compare the performance of the DCF and BTA schemes for increasing
number of stations (and thus traffic load). It can be seen that the BTA scheme consis-
tently achieves higher throughput than the DCF. However, the efficiency rapidly falls with
increasing number of stations.
Fig. 2.12(b) shows the throughput of the BTA scheme over the range of PHY rates
proposed in IEEE 802.11n [6]. It can be seen that the throughput increases with the PHY
rate, but does not reach 100 Mbps until the PHY rate is faster than 500 Mbps.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a new analytical model for the DCF scheme that includes
the effects of channel noise. Using this model, we demonstrate that the DCF scheme can
not achieve a MAC layer throughput of 100 Mbps, even for very high PHY rates.
We then consider the BTA scheme of 802.11e. Our results show that the BTA scheme can
achieve 100 Mbps at the MAC layer. However, it can only do so if the underlying physical
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Figure 2.12: BTA vs DCF. (a) BTA vs DCF Model as the number of stations is increased.
The block size is 16 frames, the physical rate is 216 Mbps. (b) Throughput of both schemes
with IEEE 802.11n’s physical rates [6]. The frame size used is 1024 bytes, the number of
stations is 10, and the block size is 16 frames. Other parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
rates used are higher than 500 Mbps, and more than 80% of the capability provided by the
physical layer is wasted by the MAC layer.
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CHAPTER 3
A New MAC For Very High-Speed WLANs
3.1 Introduction
Wireless LANs based on 802.11 technology are becoming increasingly ubiquitous. With
the aim of supporting rich multimedia applications such as HDTV (20Mbps) and DVD
(9.8Mbps), the technology trend is towards increasingly higher bandwidths. Some recent
802.11n proposals seek to support PHY rates of up to 600 Mbps ([6, 8, 9, 124]). However,
higher PHY rates do not necessarily translate into corresponding increases in MAC layer
throughput as we have seen in the last chapter.
The problem here is a fundamental one for MAC design, namely that due to cross-layer
interactions the throughput of the current 802.11 MAC does not scale well with increasing
PHY rates. With continuing improvements in PHY technology and demand for higher
throughput, the MAC scaling behaviour is of key importance.
While the current focus of 802.11n activity is on achieving 100Mbps throughput at the
MAC layer, still higher target data rates can be expected in the future. To avoid repeated
MAC redesigns, one basic question that we seek to answer is whether it is feasible to
extend the 802.11 MAC to maintain high throughput efficiency regardless of PHY rates.
We answer this in the affirmative. In particular, we identify fundamental properties that
must be satisfied by any CSMA/CA based MAC layer and develop a novel scheme called
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Aggregation with Fragment Retransmission (AFR) that exhibits these properties. In the
AFR scheme, multiple packets are aggregated into and transmitted in a single large frame1.
If errors occur during the transmission, only the corrupted fragments of the frame are
retransmitted. In this scheme, a new delimitation mechanism allows for higher throughput
with less overhead compared to previous designs. We study a fragmentation technique
where packets longer than a threshold are divided into fragments before being aggregated.
An analytic model is developed to evaluate the throughput and delay of AFR in noisy
channels, and to compare AFR with competing schemes. Optimal frame and fragment sizes
are calculated using this model, and an algorithm for dividing packets into near-optimal
fragments is designed.
A second question we seek to answer is whether higher transmission delays are an un-
avoidable result of using aggregation to achieve high throughput. In particular, is additional
delay necessarily introduced (i) by the need to wait until sufficient packets arrive to allow a
large frame to be formed and (ii) for transmission of a large frame? We answer this question
in the negative. Specifically, we propose a zero-waiting mechanism where frames are trans-
mitted immediately once the MAC wins a transmission opportunity. In the zero-waiting
aggregation scheme, the frame sizes adapt automatically to the PHY rate and channel state,
thereby maximising the throughput efficiency while minimising the holding delay.
Thirdly, we investigate by simulations the impact of AFR on the performance of realistic
applications with diverse demands – for this we followed the 802.11n usage model [10]. We
implemented the AFR scheme in the network simulator NS-2 and present detailed results
for TCP, VoIP and HDTV traffic. Results suggest that AFR is a promising MAC technique
for very high-speed WLANs. Moreover, AFR is particularly effective for rich multimedia
services with high data rates and large packet sizes, which are key applications in future
WLANs.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the motivation
1Recall that we define a packet as what MAC receives from the upper layer, a frame as what MAC
transfers to the PHY layer, and a fragment as part(s) of a frame.
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of this work. We identify in Section 3.3 the fundamental properties that must be satisfied
by any aggregation scheme, and introduce in Section 3.4 the AFR scheme. A theoretical
analysis is given in Section 3.5 while Section 3.6 presents detailed simulation results. Finally
we summarise our conclusions in Section 3.8.
3.2 Motivation
As we have seen in the last chapter, the Burst ACK and the Block ACK schemes have
been proposed to amortise the contention window overhead TCW and MAC ACK overhead
Tack over multiple packets, therefore improving efficiency. However, the per packet PHY
header overhead T phyhdr and the MAC header overhead T
mac
hdr are left untouched. According
to the proposal 802.11n [6] for the future WLANs, it is likely to take at least 44µs to
transmit a PHY header (and 48µs when two antenna radios are used [6]). For comparison,
the transmission duration of a 1024-byte frame at a PHY rate of 216Mbs is 40µs, and
at 432Mbs is 20µs. As the PHY rate is increased, the time to transmit a frame quickly
becomes dominated by PHY headers, the throughput efficiency rapidly decreases and efforts
to increase the system capacity purely by increasing the data rate are thus of limited
effectiveness even when Burst ACK or Block ACK are employed.
Aggregation schemes seek to amortise the PHY header overhead across multiple packets.
This is achieved by transmitting multiple packets in a single large frame. However, there
is a traditional dislike for transmitting large frames in wireless networks since in a noisy
channel (e.g., BER ≥ 10−5), the throughput can fall as larger frames are used [66]. We
illustrate this in Fig. 3.1(a). However, we note that in traditional retransmission schemes a
whole frame is retransmitted even if only one bit is lost. This raises the question of whether
it is possible to retransmit only the erroneous part(s) of a frame – if properly designed, such
partial retransmission could be expected to improve performance. This is a key motivation
of the work presented here.
Although this idea seems simple at first glance, it is actually a radical challenge for
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Figure 3.1: (a) DCF throughput vs packet size and channel BER, 10 saturated stations and
54 Mbps PHY rate. (b) MAC and PHY parameters used.
PHY and MAC technology. From the PHY viewpoint, the traditional small-packet rule
does not hold any more. The PHY layer has to transmit very large frames, and has to
continue decoding even if the BER exceeds some previously unacceptable value. Under
these conditions, the size of the largest practical frame is still unknown [6]. From the MAC
viewpoint, any retransmission scheme carries an associated signalling overhead and hence a
trade-off exists between system efficiency and the granularity of retransmission. Moreover,
since real traffic is typically bursty/on-off in nature, this raises questions as to the optimal
policy for aggregating packets into frames, for example how much time should the MAC
wait for sufficient packets to arrive to form a large frame.
In parallel with our work, there have been other activities in the 802.11n standard
working group on this topic (e.g., [6, 8, 9]). These support similar functionalities to our
scheme, with a special delimiter for locating each fragment in a frame. Other related
work includes that of [51] where an aggregation technique is used to solve an unfairness
problem in WLANs by removing the DIFS, SIFS and backoffs before a series of packets,
and transmitting the packets together in a large PHY layer frame. However, a small PHY
header (12µs) is used to identify each packet within a frame. In [55], a two-level (one at
MAC, another at PHY) aggregation scheme is proposed that uses a similar delimiter to
that in the TGn Sync proposal [6].
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Although aggregation is not a new idea, many fundamental questions remain open:
• How do we aggregate packets? The frames we want are larger than a typical packet.
If the packets from the upper layer are large and arrive rapidly, then aggregation is
simple. If not, should a timing mechanism be used to wait for sufficient packets to
arrive to form a large frame? If so, how much time do we wait to maximise throughput
while minimising delay?
• What is an appropriate (re)transmission unit? Should very large packets be divided
for retransmission?
• A suitable analysis of aggregation throughput and delay performance is missing.
• How does packet aggregation impact real world traffic, e.g. voice, video and TCP
traffic.
We address these open questions in this chapter.
3.3 Fundamental Considerations
We highlight in this section the basic requirements that must be respected by any ag-
gregation scheme that seeks to maintain high MAC efficiency as PHY rates increase, and
introduce the zero-waiting approach to aggregation.
3.3.1 MAC efficiency
The basic requirement for high efficiency is to aggregate packets into large frames so as to
spread the cost of fixed overhead across multiple packets. To reduce the overhead associated
with transmission errors, each frame is sub-divided into fragments, with packets that exceed
the fragment size being divided. Fragments are the unit used in the retransmission logic,
i.e., damaged fragments are retransmitted rather than the entire frame.
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The time to transmit a packet is Tp = Lp/R, where Lp is the packet size and R is the
PHY rate. Hence, the per packet MAC efficiency is
ηp =
Tp
Tp + T
p
oh
=
Lp/R
Lp/R+ T
p
oh
, (3.1)
where T poh is the overhead of transmitting a packet.
We now show that under certain assumptions, it is indeed possible to maintain a constant
MAC efficiency while R is increased. That is, we may decouple MAC efficiency from the
PHY rate R.
We can see that Tp = Lp/R scales with 1/R. In order to maintain a constant ηp, we also
require that the per packet overhead T poh scales with 1/R. Considering T
p
oh in more detail,
we can typically decompose it into the following elements (where r denotes the average
number of transmissions before all fragments from this packet are transmitted successfully
and other notation is listed in Table 1):
T poh =
(T phyhdr + T
mac
hdr + T
frag
hdr + TCW + Tack) · r
M
(3.2)
To ensure that T poh scales with 1/R, we require that:
• The number of packets M in a frame should be proportional to R, that is M = bR for
some constant b. This ensures that the overheads T phyhdr , T
mac
hdr , Tack and TCW translate
into a per packet overhead that scales with R.
• Since there is only one MAC header and one ACK per frame, whenM is proportional
to R there is no fundamental constraint on the rate at which MAC headers and ACK
frames are transmitted. The same is not true for fragment headers.
• For a given fragment size Lfrag, the number of fragments in a frame m increases with
the number of packets M in a frame. I.e., m = m′M where m′ is the number of
fragments per packet, we thus have m = m′bR when M = bR. Hence, for T fraghdr /M
to scale with 1/R the rate at which fragment headers are transmitted must be chosen
to be proportional (see comment 1 below) to R, in which case T fraghdr /M = mL1/R =
m′L1/R.
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• The retransmission times r is constant. For a given packet size the number r is
determined by the collision probability and the BER. In our analysis where the number
of stations is fixed and the incoming traffic is known, the collision probability is
constant. The BER itself depends upon the channel signal to noise ratio and the
choice of coding. A rate controller is typically used to adjust the coding and rate R to
maintain the BER below a target level [83] [84], reflecting application and transport
layer requirements2. In the following we assume the use of a rate controller and thus
that rate is adjusted to ensure that the average number of retransmissions r remains
approximately constant. We also note that if the BER is not regulated via rate control,
then provided r is bounded or is a known function of rate R then the scaling analysis
can be extended to include this situation.
When the per packet overhead satisfies these conditions, the per packet MAC efficiency
is
ηp =
Lp
Lp + r(a/b+m′ · L1) (3.3)
where L1 denotes the size of one fragment header, a = T
phy
hdr + T
mac
hdr + TCW + Tack and
b =M/R.
Firstly, observe that the efficiency is nicely decoupled from the PHY rate R, i.e., the
throughput scales with R. Secondly, as we increase the factor b, we can see that the efficiency
asymptotically tends to
η˜p =
Lp
Lp + r ·m′ · L1 =
1
1 + d
(3.4)
where d = (rm′L1)/Lp.
That is, the efficiency is fundamentally limited by the number of fragments per packet
m′ and the number of retransmissions r. In particular, if we use a large fragment size,
corresponding to a small m′, such large fragments are more likely to be corrupted and we
2For example, since TCP congestion control views packet losses as an indicator of congestion, TCP
throughput is strongly dependent on the link loss rate (e.g., [24] [25]) and too high a loss rate may then
prevent high utilisation of the wireless channel.
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have therefore small m′ and large r. On the other hand, when a packet is divided into many
small fragments, corresponding to use of a large m′, the probability of a fragment being
corrupted is low and we have large m′ but small r. To achieve high efficiency, we study in
Section 3.5.4 a fragmentation technique where packets with sizes exceeding a threshold are
divided into fragments to deal with the tradeoff between m′ and r.
Comment 1: At high rates in a noisy channel the question of the impact of errors in
the received fragment headers arises. First, we only require that the rate used for sending
the fragment headers is proportional to the data rate R. Thus, to protect the fragment
headers they may be sent at a relatively low rate (e.g. at half, or less, of the data rate)
and in this way we can ensure that the majority of bit errors affect the data payload only.
Second, fragment header size (8 bytes in AFR, see Section 3.4.2) is minimised to ensure low
error probabilities. Third, in the frame we collect the fragment headers together with the
MAC header (details in Section 3.4.2) so that FEC can be more easily employed to enhance
robustness.
3.3.2 Zero-waiting
In order to aggregate packets into large frames with minimum delays, we note that when
the channel is lightly loaded to the extent that DCF can service the offered load, deliberate
waiting only leads to higher delays. If the channel is in a heavily loaded condition where
backlogged buffers mean that sufficient numbers of packets are always available, then all
waiting schemes are equivalent. If the channel is in an intermediate situation between these
two extremes, waiting for a certain amount of time for packets to accumulate seems rea-
sonable at first glance. Nevertheless, we argue that fundamentally there is no need to wait
for packets to accumulate at the MAC layer and it is sufficient instead to simply start a
transmission whenever the MAC wins a transmission opportunity. This zero-waiting mecha-
nism evidently performs well in both lightly and heavily loaded situations. At intermediate
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traffic load3, the frame size used adapts to the minimum required to service the offered
load. Specifically, when the current level of efficiency is too low for the offered load, a
queue backlog will develop which in turn induces larger frames and increased efficiency. If
the incoming traffic subsides, smaller frame sizes will be automatically selected. Evidently,
such a policy minimises the holding delay at the MAC layer.
We now show that this opportunistic aggregation policy can also lead to the desired
efficiency η˜p where it is feasible to do so. Assuming that there are no collisions and errors
in the network4, corresponding to r = 1, we can write the per frame MAC efficiency as
ηf =
Tf
Tf + a+ d · Tf
=
1
1 + d+ a/Tf
. (3.5)
Write the desired throughput as S˜ = R/(1+ d). Let the mean arrival rate of the offered
load be ν = αS˜ = αR/(1 + d) bits per second where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a real valued factor.
During the time Tf +a+d ·Tf to transmit a frame, on average we expect ν · (Tf +a+d ·Tf )
arrivals at the queue. Selecting the frame size to be the same as queue size q(k), we have
that,
E[q(k + 1)] = ν · [Tf + a+ d · Tf ]
= ν · [(1 + d)E[q(k)]/R + a]
= α · E[q(k)] + α · a ·R
1 + d
. (3.6)
These queue dynamics can be written as
E[q(k + t)] = αtE[q(k)] +
t∑
i=1
αi−1 · α · a · R
1 + d
.
Hence, provided α < 1 then as t → ∞, we have that the queue dynamics are stable.
Asymptotically, we have that,
E[Lf ] = E[q] =
α · a ·R
(1− α)(1 + d) . (3.7)
3We note that this simple zero waiting scheme is also attractive from a practical point of view as it has
been observed that real world traffic can exhibit complex bursty behaviour [82] [106] that is expected to
make the effective design of a more complex waiting scheme difficult.
4Proof for more complicated cases is left as further work.
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Combining Equation (3.5) and (3.7), we have that
ηf =
α
1 + d
= α · η˜p.
As α→ 1, we can see that the zero-waiting policy achieves the desired efficiency.
From equation (3.7), we can see two important features of zero-waiting. First, when the
offered load is light (i.e., α is small) small frames will be used. As the load increases, larger
frame sizes will be automatically selected. Thus, zero-waiting elegantly creates a feedback
loop whereby MAC efficiency is regulated based on queue backlogs as expected. Second,
for a given level of load α, the frame size Lf scales with R. Therefore, with a multi-rate
enabled wireless card, the frame size also adapts automatically to the changing PHY rate
R.
3.4 The AFR Scheme
In this section, we describe in detail the AFR scheme based on the insight provided by the
foregoing analysis.
3.4.1 Scheme Description
The basic idea of the AFR scheme is to aggregate packets from the upper layer into large
frames. Packets that exceed the fragmentation threshold are segmented into fragments.
The MAC layer then transmits the large frame and only retransmits corrupted fragments,
i.e., those that can not pass their Frame Check Sequence (FCS) checks by the receiver. An
example of the AFR scheme is shown in Fig. 3.2.
At the sender, an outgoing packet is segmented if it is longer than the fragmentation
threshold. Before transmission, all the fragments are marked as ’undelivered’ and kept
temporarily in a MAC layer sending-queue (Sq). MAC then constructs a frame in the
following way: It searches the Sq from head to tail for fragments marked as ’undelivered’
and aggregates them into the sending frame until either no ’undelivered’ fragments available
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Figure 3.2: The Aggregation with Fragment Retransmission (AFR) scheme.
or the frame size is large enough. This frame (see Fig. 3.3) is then transmitted according
to the DCF procedure.
Upon successfully receiving a frame, the receiver checks the FCS of each fragment,
constructs and sends back the ACK frame (see Fig. 3.4) in which the lost fragments are
indicated in a bitmap field. All the received fragments (no matter correct or corrupted) are
stored in a receiving-queue (Rq), which is then checked by the MAC, and all the packets
that have been received successfully are passed up to the upper layer and are removed from
the Rq.
On receiving the ACK frame, the sender’s MAC checks the ACK bitmap field and
updates the Sq by marking correctly received fragments as ’delivered’. Then it removes the
successfully received packets from the Sq. Afterwards, as long as the Sq is not null, MAC
will construct and send out another frame immediately with the zero-waiting mechanism,
i.e., without waiting for more packets even though they are not long enough.
In the cases when collisions happen, the AFR scheme runs in the same way as in the
DCF scheme, i.e., the senders preform backoff.
There are two possibilities if transmission errors occur. First, the data frame may be
corrupted while the ACK is successfully received. In contrast to the DCF scheme, the AFR
scheme uses an ACK to notify the sender of which fragments have been lost. Therefore this
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is treated by the AFR scheme as a successful transmission. Second, the ACK frame can be
lost even if the data frame is correctly received. In this case the AFR scheme behaves in
the same way as in the DCF scheme, i.e., the sender will double its contention window and
try again.
3.4.2 AFR Implementation
Clearly, new data and ACK frame formats are a primary concern in developing a practical
AFR scheme. Difficulties for new formats include (i) respecting the constraints on overhead
noted previously and (ii) ensuring that in an erroneous transmission the receiver is able to
retrieve the correctly transmitted fragments – this is not straightforward because the sizes
of the corrupted fragments may be unknown to the receiver.
In our scheme, a MAC frame consists of a frame header and a frame body (Fig. 3.3(a)).
In the new MAC header, the fields of the DCF MAC header remain unchanged, and we
add three fields — fragment size, fragment number and a spare field. The fragment size
represents the size of fragment used in the MAC frame. The fragment number represents the
number of fragments in the current MAC frame. The spare field is left for future extensions
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and maintaining alignment. The frame body consists of fragment-headers, fragment bodies
and the corresponding FCS (See Fig. 3.3(b) and (c)).
The fragment-header section of the frame body has a variable size. It includes from 1
to 256 fragment headers, each of which is protected by a FCS. The length of each fragment
header is constant (8 bytes) and known to both the sender and the receiver. Since the
receiver knows where the first fragment header starts from and what the fragment header
size is, it can locate all of the fragments in the frame even if some are corrupted during the
transmission.
Each fragment header is composed of six fields: packet ID (pID), packet length (pLEN ),
startPos, offset, spare and FCS. pID and pLEN represent the corresponding ID and length
of the packet P to which this fragment belongs. startPos is used to indicate the position of
the fragment body in this frame and offset is used to record the position of this fragment
in packet P.
The new ACK format is simple, we add a 32-byte bitmap in the legacy ACK format.
Each bit of the bitmap is used to indicate the correctness of a received fragment (See
Fig. 3.4).
To clarify the usage of the new formats, we give an example below. Suppose there are
two packets (pkt1 and pkt2) with lengths of Lp1 = 1025 bytes and Lp2 = 40 bytes. The
frame length is Lf = 2048 bytes and the fragment length is Lfrag = 512 bytes
5. Then AFR
divides pkt1 and pkt2 into 3 and 1 fragments respectively and put them into the sending
queue. A frame with fragment size of 512 bytes and fragment number of 4 is constructed.
The corresponding fragment headers are shown in Table. 3.1. After receiving the frame,
the receiver operates as shown in Algorithm 1 to recover the fragments.
5To show that AFR can support arbitrary sizes of fragmentation, we do not restrict ourselves to the
fragmentation algorithm introduced in Section 3.5.4.
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packet ID packet length StartPos offset
fragment 1 1 1025 0 0
fragment 2 1 1025 512 1
fragment 3 1 1025 1024 2
fragment 4 2 40 1025 0
Table 3.1: An example usage of the AFR frame formats.
Algorithm 1 : Pseudo Code of the receiver’s running logic
1: if MAC header is correct then
2: for i = 0 to fragment number - 1 do
3: if Fragment i’s header is correct then
4: if packet length < fragment size then
5: fragment i’s length = pLEN ;
6: else if offset = ⌊pLEN/fragment size⌋ then
7: fragment i’s length = pLEN - offset * fragment size;
8: else
9: fragment i’s length = fragment size;
10: end if
11: fragment start position = startPos in the fragment header.
12: check the correctness of the fragment body using the FCS of it.
13: end if
14: record correctness (including fragment header and fragment body) of the fragments in a data
structure called the ACK bitmap.
15: end for
16: construct ACK frame using the ACK bitmap and send it back.
17: update the receiving queue according to the ACK bitmap.
18: check the receiving queue and transfer all correctly received packets upwards, and remove them from
the receiving queue.
19: else
20: discard this frame and defer an EIFS before next transmission.
21: end if
3.4.3 Comments
Frame/Fragment Size
Selection of the maximum frame size and near-optimal fragment size is discussed in detail
in Section 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.
Fairness
AFR uses the same contention mechanism as the legacy DCF. Therefore the same fairness
characteristics hold as in the legacy DCF. Techniques for improving the DCF’s fairness may
also be applied to the AFR scheme. Interested readers can refer, for example, to [26], [98]
and [48].
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Multiple destinations
Thus far, we have focussed only on aggregation between a single source-destination pair.
This facilitates a clear understanding of the pros and cons of the aggregation itself. In
order to support one-to-many aggregation, a broadcast/multicast MAC address should be
used and all stations that hear the transmission then check a new receiver-list field in the
MAC header which specifies the destination address for each fragment. That is, the only
modification in terms of frame format is adding the receiver-list field. However, one-to-many
aggregation introduces a number of new issues which we mention below. Resolving these
issues is beyond the scope of the present work.
Firstly, one-to-many aggregation requires consideration of new ACKing techniques to
avoid collisions between ACK transmissions by the multiple receivers. This might be
achieved by sequential transmission of ACKs or perhaps by use of advanced physical layer
techniques (coding, multiple antennas) to enable decoding of ACKs that are sent simul-
taneously (e.g., [45] [107]). The resulting performance requires detailed study and these
techniques are not proposed for the future 802.11n standard [6].
Secondly, multiple antenna systems are widely considered to be of vital importance
for achieving very high transmission rates [6]. The design of one-to-many aggregation for
multiple antenna systems remains an open question that is likely to require tightly coupled
cross-layer PHY/MAC design and operation.
Thirdly, the channel quality may differ between neighbours and it might therefore be
necessary to use multiple sub-physical headers. These new headers clearly would cause
extra overhead. Further, rate adaptation, which has become an indispensable functionality
of 802.11 based networks, requires further work in the context of one-to-many aggregation.
Multi-rate
In current WLANs, a commonly used technique to resist channel noise is to lower the PHY
rate when a high packet (or bit) error rate is measured. When the channel state improves,
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the PHY layer increases its rate accordingly. There are two main issues to be addressed in
order to support multi-rate operation in AFR: (i) should the frame size be adjusted with the
PHY rate and (ii) should we support one-to-many aggregation when receivers have different
channel states? Issue (i) is discussed in Section 3.3.2, and issue (II) is discussed above.
3.5 Theoretical Analysis
Building on previous modelling work [20], [120], [81], [68] and [73], in this section we develop
a model and use it to analyse the saturation throughput and delay of the AFR scheme over
a noisy channel.
3.5.1 Model
We assume stations are saturated, i.e., whenever the MAC layer needs a frame to transmit,
it can always fill a long enough frame without waiting. The saturation throughput S
is defined as the expected payload size of a successfully transmitted frame E[Lf ] in an
expected slot duration E[T ], i.e., S =
E[Lf ]
E[T ] . We first compute the expected state duration
E[T ]. Altogether, there are three kinds of events in the AFR scheme (notation is listed in
Table 1):
• Idle duration TI : In this case all stations are counting down so we have that TI = σ.
• Success/Error duration T3: In this case a frame is successfully transmitted or it is
corrupted due to channel noise6. The slot duration is thus the sum of a frame, a SIFS
and an ACK duration, i.e., T3 = T
phy
hdr + Tf + Tack.
• Collision duration TC : Two or more stations transmit at the same time in this situa-
tion, and the duration is TC = T
phy
hdr + Tf + TEIFS.
The expected state duration is E[T ] = PITI + P3T3 + PCTC , where PI , P3, PC are
the probabilities of Idle, Success/Error and Collision events respectively. Let τ denote the
6Recall that in the AFR scheme we consider frames that are partially corrupted by channel noise as
successful transmissions.
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station transmission probability and n the number of stations in the system. We have that
PI = (1− τ)n, (3.8)
P3 =
(
n
1
)
τ(1− τ)n−1, (3.9)
and
PC = 1− PI − P3. (3.10)
Solving for τ as in the DCF and BTA models (see Chapter 2), we can obtain the
saturation throughput SAFR of the AFR scheme from
SAFR =
P3 ·E[L]
PITI + P3T3 + PCTC
(3.11)
Note that E[L] is not the frame payload size, but rather the expected number of suc-
cessfully transmitted bits – recall that the AFR scheme allows successfully transmitted
fragments to be received even if some fragments within a frame are corrupted. We calculate
E[L] as follows. Let i denote the number of erroneous fragments, and m denote the number
of fragments in a frame. Assuming independent and identically distributed errors, we have
that
E[L] =
m∑
i=0
(
m
i
)
· (pfrage )i · (1− pfrage )m−i · (Lf − i · Lfrag), (3.12)
and the fragment error rate pfrage is
pfrage = 1− (1− pb)Lfrag+LF CS , (3.13)
where Lfrag and Lf are the length of a fragment and the length of frame payload respec-
tively, and pb is the BER.
Let ∆ =
(
m
i
) · (pfrage )i · (1− pfrage )m−i. We have that
E[L] =
m∑
i=0
[∆ · (Lf − i · Lfrag)]
= Lf · (1− pfrage ). (3.14)
We thus have that
SAFR =
P3 · Lf · (1− pfrage )
PITI + P3T3 + PCTC
. (3.15)
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Figure 3.5: (a) AFR: model vs. simulations. (b) The influence of frame sizes. Parameters
are listed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.2.
Fig. 3.5(a) Fig. 3.5(b) Fig. 3.6(a) Fig. 3.7
Number of stations (n) 10 10 10 10
Application rate (Mbps) 54 54 =R 54
Data rate (Mbps) (R) 54 54 varied 54
Basic rate (Mbps) 6 6 =R 6
AFR sending queue (pkts)a 200 N/A N/A N/A
AFR IFQ (pkts)b 200 N/A N/A N/A
Packet (bytes) 2048 = Lf 1024 = Lfrag
Frame (bytes) (Lf ) 2048 256, · · · , 262144 65536 8192
AFR fragment (bytes)(Lfrag) 128, · · · , 2048 256 256 32, · · · , 8192
Table 3.2: Parameters used for the AFR scheme, part one.
aAFR sending queue is the queue at MAC layer to temporarily store the packets from the AFR IFQ in
AFR’s simulations.
bAFR IFQ is the queue between MAC and its upper in AFR’s simulations.
This model is validated against NS-2 simulations. Both simulation and model results
are shown in Fig. 3.5(a). As we can see from the results, the analysis and simulations match
well.
3.5.2 Improvements over DCF
Fig. 3.5(b) compares the throughput of the DCF and AFR schemes. It can be seen that AFR
fundamentally changes the throughput scaling behaviour in a noisy channel. Specifically, the
DCF throughput exhibits a maximum value as the frame size is varied, with the maximum
depending on the BER – this arises because while increasing frame payload size tends to
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108/24 4.2% 1.8%
216/24 8.3% 3.6%
432/54 15.6% 6.7%
648/216 22.9% 9.8%
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Figure 3.6: (a) AFR vs. DCF with increasing PHY rates. (b) In the first column, the
PHY rates are on the left of the slash, the basic rates are on the right. The unit of the
rates is Mbps. The values in the second and the third columns are differences between
the throughput under the rates in the first column and the maximum throughput. Other
parameters are listed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.2.
increase throughput, the probability of a frame being corrupted by noise also increases with
frame size thereby tending to decrease throughput and the interaction of these two effects
leads to the existence of an optimal size of frame that depends on the BER. In contrast,
the AFR throughput increases monotonically with frame sizes even when the channel is
noisy. The resulting gain in throughput compared to DCF is dramatic. For example, DCF
achieves almost zero throughput for a frame size of 8192 bytes in a channel with BER of
10−4 while AFR achieves around 30 Mbps throughput under the same conditions.
Fig. 3.6(a) plots the MAC efficiency (ThroughputPHY Rate · 100%) of the DCF and AFR schemes
as the PHY rate is increased and a frame size of 65536 bytes is used (see Section 3.5.3 for
discussion of choosing frame sizes.). It can be seen that whereas the DCF efficiency rapidly
decreases with increasing PHY rate (falling from 42% at 54Mbs to less than 10% at 432Mbs)
the AFR efficiency is approximately constant with increasing PHY rate, in line with the
discussion in Section 3.3. Observe that the efficiency falls with increasing BER as might be
expected, but that the efficiency remains relatively high even under noisy conditions, e.g.,
achieving approximately 70% MAC efficiency for a BER of 10−5 and 60% efficiency for a
BER of 10−4.
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3.5.3 Maximum frame size
It can be seen in Fig. 3.5(b) that the AFR throughput asymptotically approaches a maxi-
mum value as the frame size is increased. We can determine this asymptotic value analyti-
cally as follows. As the frame size Lf →∞, we have that (since T3=TC)
SAFR → P3 · (1− p
frag
e )
(P3 + PC) · T3/Lf ≈
P3 · (1− pfrage )
(1− PI) · Tf/Lf
=
R · P3 · (1− pfrage )
(1− PI) .
(3.16)
Using this equation, the asymptotic values are 39.30, 38.55 and 31.78 Mbps for BER =
10−6, BER = 10−5 and BER = 10−4 respectively. These values are marked by horizontal
lines on Fig. 3.5(b).
In practice, of course, arbitrarily large frame sizes are often not feasible. The upper limit
on frame sizes depends on the PHY’s abilities and is also constrained by interface memory
and the size of the station’s sending buffer. Fortunately, it can be seen in Fig. 3.5(b) that the
gap between the maximum and actual throughput narrows rapidly with increasing frame
sizes. Table 3.6(b) gives the loss in throughput (compared to the maximum achievable
throughput) versus the frame size for a range of data rates. If we consider operation at 90%
or higher of the maximum achievable throughput to be our target, it can be seen that a
maximum frame size of 32768 bytes is acceptable for data rates up to 216 Mbps over a wide
range of channel conditions while a maximum frame size of 65536 bytes is acceptable for
data rates up to 648 Mbps. We note that 65536 bytes is also the maximum size proposed
in TGn’s 802.11n proposal [6].
3.5.4 Optimal fragment size
Fragmentation plays a central role in aggregation schemes such as AFR, with fragments
being the unit used for retransmission. When a very small fragment size is used, only
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Figure 3.7: AFR throughput vs fragment size. The y-axis of (b) is the absolute (i.e., always
positive) difference between the throughput using the fragment size marked on the x-axis
and the throughput when using the optimal fragment size from (a). Other parameters are
listed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.2.
Ratesa 64b 128 256 512
54/6 2.5%, 10.4%,14.5% 0.0%, 2.9%, 6.2% 6.6%, 0.0%, 2.3% 28.2%, 0.0%, 0.0%
108/24 1.8%, 9.4%, 13.2% 0.0%, 2.7%, 5.7% 6.9%, 0.0%, 0.2% 28.4%, 0.0%, 0.0%
216/24 0.1%, 8.3%, 11.6% 0.0%, 2.6%, 5.2% 6.9%, 0.0%, 1.6% 28.8%, 0.0%, 0.0%
432/54 0.0%, 7.0%, 9.9% 0.0%, 1.9%, 4.1% 7.7%, 0.0%, 1.3% 30.2%, 0.1%, 0.0%
648/216 0.0%, 5.5%, 8.7% 0.0%, 0.1%, 3.3% 8.8%, 0.0%, 1.6% 31.2%, 0.0%, 0.0%
Table 3.3: AFR: Differences to maximum throughput with different PHY layers.
aThe PHY rates are on the left of the slash, the basic rates are on the right. The unit of the rates is
Mbps.
bThe results are for frames with 64-byte fragments, under BER 10−4, 10−5, 10−6 respectively.
corrupted bits are retransmitted but since each fragment has a fixed size header the over-
head is relatively large. When a large fragment size is used, the overhead created by the
fragment header is small but many bits will be unnecessarily retransmitted since a single
damaged bit in a fragment will lead to the entire fragment being retransmitted. For a given
BER there therefore exists an optimal fragment size that balances the tradeoff between
the fragment header overhead and excessive retransmissions. Fig. 3.7(a) plots throughput
versus fragment sizes from which the existence of an optimal fragment size that maximises
throughput is evident. Observe that the optimal fragment size depends on the BER, as is
to be expected (128, 512 and 1024 bytes for BER=10−4, 10−5, 10−6 respectively).
In practice, we are interested in determining a simple scheme that approximates the
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optimal fragment sizes performance. It can be seen from Fig. 3.7(a) that the throughput
peak is relatively flat and broad and thus we expect that the throughput reduction resulting
from an approximate scheme can be kept relatively small. Fig. 3.7(b) plots the reduction
in throughput, compared to that achieved with the optimal fragment sizes, of using a sub-
optimal fragment size. From this plot we can see that if we can tolerate a throughput loss
of up to 10%, then fragment sizes of 128 bytes and 256 bytes are near-optimal across a wide
range of BERs. Corresponding data for a range of PHY rates are summarised in Table 3.3.
It can be seen that fragment sizes of 128 and 256 bytes are always able to achieve within
10% of the maximum possible throughput. We have obtained similar results under a wide
range of conditions including different numbers of stations, but these are not included here
due to their similarity to the results in Table 3.3.
Based on these results, we propose a simple fragmentation algorithm: namely, for a
packet P with a size of Lp, find the m
′ which satisfies
(m′ − 1) · 256 + 1 < Lp ≤ m′ · 256,
where m′ = 1, 2, ..., 256. We divide P into m′ fragments, each of which has a size in the
range of (
Lp
m′ ,
Lp
m′ + 1, ...,
Lp
m′ + (m
′ − 1)). In this way, the sizes of all fragments fall between
128 and 256 bytes. Importantly, the resulting sizes are almost the same. For example, a
257 byte packet is divided into one 128-byte and one 129-byte fragment, rather than one
256-byte and one 1-byte fragment in which case the 1-byte fragment would result in high
overhead.
3.5.5 RTS/CTS
Using large frames increases the duration of colliding transmissions, including collisions
induced by hidden terminals. While consideration of hidden terminals is out of the scope
of this work, we consider here the overhead associated with collisions. Collisions are of
course a normal part of CSMA/CA operation. One technique for mitigating the duration
of collisions is to probe the channel first using small packets so that collision losses only
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Figure 3.8: Impact of RTS/CTS on AFR throughput. The frame sizes are 65536 and 4096
bytes in Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.8(b) respectively. In both figures, packet/fragment sizes are
2048/256 bytes, and the PHY data/basic rates are 432/54 Mbps. Other Parameters are
listed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.4.
happen on small probing packets which can lead to improved channel utilisation. In Fig.
3.8 we use RTS/CTS as example probing packets to illustrate this trade-off for the AFR
scheme. In Fig. 3.8(a), we vary the number of transmitting stations (the probability of a
colliding transmission increasing with the number of active stations [20]) and use a fixed
frame size of 65536 bytes and fragment size of 256 bytes in line with Sections 3.5.3 and
3.5.4 respectively. We observe that enabling RTS/CTS consistently results in significantly
higher throughput when there is more than one station.
Nevertheless, using RTS/CTS adds a fixed extra overhead to each successful trans-
mission which can have negative impact on performance. There is therefore a trade-off
between reducing the duration of colliding slots and increasing the fixed overhead on suc-
cessful transmissions. This can be seen in Fig. 3.8(b) where we compare AFR with and
without RTS/CTS when the frame size is 4096 bytes. It can be seen that RTS/CTS starts
to have positive impact only when there are more than 50 stations. In reality, an adaptive
RTS/CTS mechanism is thus needed where RTS/CTS is enabled/disabled depending on
frame sizes used and the channel load. We do not consider this in detail in the present
work.
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Fig. 3.8(a) Fig. 3.8(b) Fig. 3.10(a) Fig. 3.10(b) & 3.11
Number of stations (n) 10 10 10 10
Application rate (Mbps) 432 432 432 =R
Data rate (Mbps) (R) 432 432 432 varied
Basic rate (Mbps) 54 54 54 =R
AFR sending queue (pkts)a N/A N/A N/A N/A
AFR IFQ (pkts)b N/A N/A N/A N/A
Packet (bytes) 2048 2048 2048 1024
Frame (bytes) (Lf ) 65536 4096 8192 varied
AFR fragment (bytes)(Lfrag) 256 256 256 256
Table 3.4: Parameters used for the AFR scheme, part two.
aAFR sending queue is the queue at MAC layer to temporarily store the packets from the AFR IFQ in
AFR’s simulations.
bAFR IFQ is the queue between MAC and its upper in AFR’s simulations.
3.5.6 Comparison with Similar Schemes
In this section, we compare the throughput performance of AFR with four other schemes
proposed in the literature: Burst ACK ([115] [93] [110]), Block ACK ([5] [122]), Packet
Concatenation (PAC) [51] and Aggregation [55].
These schemes can be classified into two categories: 1) Burst ACK and Block ACK;
2) PAC, Aggregation and AFR. The schemes in the first category transmit multiple frames
at each transmission opportunity. The schemes in the second category transmit only one
frame and use packet aggregation. AFR is the only scheme to use both fragmentation
and aggregation. In the Burst ACK and Block ACK schemes, collisions lead to the whole
Burst/Block being lost while errors lead to retransmission only of the corrupted packet.
The PAC scheme is similar to our AFR scheme, except that before each packet in a frame
there is a sub-physical-header, which is of 12µs duration with an IEEE 802.11a PHY. The
Aggregation scheme in [55] uses a special delimiter before each packet in a frame7. As
shown in [70], delimitation techniques need support from the PHY layer. In particular,
zeros should be inserted to ensure the uniqueness of the delimiter. The number of zeros
7Note that the Aggregation scheme in [55] is basically the pre-mature version of the TGn proposal for
IEEE 802.11n. Details of the scheme such as frame format and design rationale, and simulation setup, are
therefore business secret. The website of TGn, where their brief proposal could be downloaded, was even
shutdown by the end of 2006. Due to this reason, we are unable to make further comparisons with their
scheme.
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Figure 3.9: Five schemes compared in this chapter. 1) Burst ACK. 2) Block ACK. 3) Packet
Concatenation from [51]. 4) Aggregation from [55]. 5) AFR.
inserted depends on the sizes of the delimiter and the packet. For an 8-bit delimiter as in
[55], Lp/(2
ς+1 − 2) zeros are required, where Lp is the packet size, and ς = 5 [70].
Note that apart from AFR, none of these schemes satisfy all of the scalability conditions
derived in Section 3.3. Specifically,
• Burst ACK and Block ACK. A PHY header is transmitted before each packet. The
PHY header duration has a minimum value as discussed previously, hence the per
packet overhead does not decrease with increasing PHY rate.
• PAC. A sub-physical header is transmitted before each packet and similar comments
apply.
• Aggregation. Fragmentation is not addressed in this scheme.
Results are shown in Fig. 3.10. It can be seen that the schemes employing aggregation
(the second category) consistently outperform the Burst and Block ACK schemes. It can
also be seen that the PAC scheme has the lowest throughput amongst schemes in the second
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Figure 3.10: AFR vs alternative schemes. BER = 10−5 in both figures. In Fig. 3.10(a),
the PHY data rate is 432 Mbps and the basic rate is 54 Mbps. In Fig. 3.10(b), frames are
selected so as to maintain a constant AFR efficiency. The other parameters are listed in
Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.4.
category. This is due to the long duration of the sub-physical-header. AFR achieves the
highest throughput regardless of the number of stations.
We further compare AFR to these alternative schemes with regard to MAC efficiency
in Fig. 3.10(b). Here, all schemes use the same frame sizes which are selected to ensure a
constant MAC efficiency for AFR. We can see that AFR consistently achieves the highest
efficiency.
3.5.7 Delay Analysis
Our model can be extended to estimate the MAC layer delay, i.e., the mean time between
a packet reaching the head of the MAC interface queue and being successfully transmitted.
Let Sframe be the system throughput in frames-per-second rather than bits-per-second.
That is, the MAC layer can transport Sframe frames in one second, thus the delay to
successfully transmit one frame is 1/Sframe, where
Sframe =
E[number of frames]
E[T ]
. (3.17)
In the AFR scheme, a packet is fragmented and may be only partially communicated in
one transmission. Thus, we need to know the mean delay before all fragments of a packet are
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Figure 3.11: Delay performance: In Fig. 3.11(a) we vary the frame sizes while increasing
the PHY rates so that the MAC efficiency and MAC layer delay remain roughly constant,
and the corresponding frame sizes are shown in Fig. 3.11(b). The other parameters are
listed in Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.4.
successfully transmitted. Each fragment will be successfully transmitted in ≤ r′ successful
frame transmissions with probability
(1− pfrage ) + (p
frag
e )(1− p
frag
e ) + . . .+ (p
frag
e )
r′−1(1− pfrage )
= 1− (pfrage )
r′ .
(3.18)
Suppose that a packet arrives and is divided into m′ fragments. The probability of suc-
cessfully transmitting m′ fragments in ≤ r′ attempts is (1− (pfrage )r′)m′ . Further, assuming
that errors are independent, the probability of transmitting a packet in exactly r′ attempts
is (1−(pfrage )r′)m′−(1−(pfrage )r′−1)m′ . So the expected number of retransmission attempts
can be written as
r =
∞∑
r′=1
r′
[
(1− (pfrage )r
′
)m
′ − (1− (pfrage )r
′−1)m
′
]
. (3.19)
Here, the sum may be truncated to account for the finite number of retransmission attempts.
Therefore we have that the per packet MAC delay DmacAFR is
DmacAFR = r ·
PITI + P3T3 + PCTC
P3
. (3.20)
For a fixed PHY rate, we expect the MAC delay to increase with frame size owing
to the larger transmission time Tf for a frame. However, this is not the case when we
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choose the frame size to be a function of the PHY rate. In particular, by scaling the frame
size in proportion to the PHY rate not only do we maintain MAC efficiency but we also
maintain an approximately constant frame transmission time in which case the MAC delay
is invariant with PHY rate. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.11(a), which plots the MAC delay
with increasing PHY rate. The corresponding frame size as a function of PHY rate is shown
in Fig. 3.11(b). Note that while the MAC efficiency and MAC delay are constant, the actual
throughput increases from 54 ∗ 60% = 32 Mbps to 648 ∗ 60% = 388.8 Mbps.
As noted previously, the level of MAC efficiency depends on the scaling factor b relating
frame sizes to PHY rates. As we increase b, the efficiency rises. However, owing to the
associated increase in frame transmission time, the MAC delay will also increase with b. A
design decision therefore has to be made as to the desired trade-off between MAC efficiency
and delay.
3.6 Simulations
As a complement to the theoretical analysis in Section 3.5, we have implemented the AFR
scheme in the network simulator NS-2 [12, 13]. The network topology is a peer-to-peer one
where station i sends packets to station i + 1. We report here the simulation results for
three types of traffic (TCP, HDTV and VoIP), all of which follow the requirements of the
802.11n usage model [10].
3.6.1 Metrics
We use the following metrics: Let c denote the number of packets (packet size is Lp bytes)
successfully received by all of the stations and t denote the simulation duration. Let tsi be
the time when the i-th packet is put in the interface queue (IFQ) lying between the MAC
and the upper layer at the sender. Let tei denote the time when the i-th packet is transferred
to the upper layer at the receiver.
• Throughput (= c ∗ Lp ∗ 8/t Mbps): Throughput is the maximum rate at which the
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MAC layer can forward packets from sender to receiver. Since in a WLAN, all stations
share a common medium, this throughput is that achieved by the whole system rather
than by a single station.
• Peak delay (= max{dmax1 , dmax2 , · · · , dmaxn }, where dmaxi denotes the maximum delay
among all the packets successfully received by station i): Peak delay is the maximum
delay experienced by a successfully transmitted packet. This metric is used for HDTV.
• Percentage delay: The metric we use for VoIP is the percentage delay at the appli-
cation level. It is defined as the percentage of packets whose delay is greater than
a delay upper limit (e.g, at the application layer, the system should have less than
1% of packets whose delays are greater than 30 ms. This is the criterion proposed in
IEEE 802.11n’s requirement [10]). At the MAC layer, we use a similar threshold, i.e.,
less than 1% of packets may have delay greater than 15 ms.
3.6.2 TCP traffic
TCP currently carries the great majority [127] of network traffic and it is therefore important
to investigate the support of the AFR scheme for TCP traffic. Important features of TCP
include the fact that traffic is (i) elastic and so achieved throughput is related to network
capacity, and (ii) two-way involving TCP data and ACK packets. While TCP data packets
are typically large, TCP ACKs are small packets so that it may be difficult to aggregate
enough of them to form a large frame.
First, we evaluate AFR performance in a heavily-loaded WLAN with 50 stations. Each
station performs a large FTP download, the data packet length is 984 bytes which yields an
IP packet size of 1024 bytes when TCP and IP headers are added, TCP SACK functionality
is used as this is prevalent in real networks. From Fig. 3.12(a) we can see that AFR
achieves considerable throughput gains (by a factor of between 2 and 3 depending on channel
conditions) over the DCF. As discussed previously, AFR performance is relatively insensitive
to the choice of fragment size in the range 128-256 bytes, although as might be expected
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Fig. 3.12 Fig. 3.13 Table 3.6
Number of stations (n) (a)50 (b)varied varied varied
Application rate (Mbps) N/A 20 0.096
Data rate (Mbps) (R) 432 432 54
Basic rate (Mbps) 54 54 6
AFR sending queue (packets)a 10 10 10
AFR IFQ (packets)b 10 10 10
DCF IFQ (packets)c 20 20 20
Packet (bytes) 1024 1500 120
DCF frame (bytes) 1024 1500 120
AFR frame (bytes) 8192 9000 1200
AFR fragment (bytes) (a)varied (b)512 750 120
Table 3.5: The parameters used in the NS-2 simulations.
aAFR sending queue is the queue at MAC layer for temporarily storing the packets from the AFR IFQ.
bAFR IFQ is the queue between MAC and its upper layer.
cDCF IFQ is the queue between MAC and its upper layer.
10 30 50 80 90
AFR (BER = 10−4) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.4% 15.4%
AFR (BER = 10−5) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 9.4%
AFR (BER = 10−6) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 3.9%
DCF (BER = 10−4) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 24.9% 85.7%
DCF (BER = 10−5) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 10.1% 75.2%
DCF (BER = 10−6) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 9.2% 34.8%
Table 3.6: AFR: Simulation results for VoIP traffic. The first row represents the number of
stations. The other rows represent the percentage of packets with delay more than 15 ms
with the bold figures show the percentage greater than 1%. The parameters are listed in
Fig. 3.1(b) and Table 3.5.
the choice of fragment size becomes more important at higher BERs.
Second, we evaluate AFR performance as the number of stations is varied from 10 to
80. Fig. 3.12(b) shows both the AFR and DCF throughput. AFR achieves between 2.5 and
3 times the throughput of the DCF over this range of network conditions.
3.6.3 HDTV
According to the requirements of the IEEE 802.11n proposal [10], HDTV should be sup-
ported in future WLANs. HDTV has a constant packet size of 1500 bytes, a sending rate
of 19.2-24 Mbps, and a 200ms peak delay requirement.
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Figure 3.12: Simulation results for TCP traffic. The parameters are listed in Fig. 3.1(b)
and Table 3.5. Note that the DCF results for cases with BER of 10−5 and 10−6 almost
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Figure 3.13: Simulation results for HDTV traffic. The parameters are listed in Fig. 3.1(b)
and Table 3.5.
We investigate AFR HDTV performance with a 432 Mbps PHY data rate. Fig. 3.13
shows the throughput and delay performance of the AFR and DCF schemes as the number
of stations (and so HDTV flows) is varied. The peak delay constraint of 200ms is marked on
Fig. 3.13(b). It can be seen that the DCF can support only 2 simultaneous HDTV streams
before the delay requirement is violated and the per flow throughput rapidly falls below the
offered load. In contrast, AFR can support up to 9 and 10 streams for BER = 10−5 and
BER = 10−6 respectively. That is, the HDTV capacity is increased by a factor of 5 over
the DCF.
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3.6.4 VoIP
The third application that we consider is VoIP, which is basically an on/off UDP stream
with a constant on rate (96Kbps) and a small packet size (120 bytes) according to the
IEEE 802.11n requirements [10]. VoIP is a challenging application for aggregation schemes
because of its on/off nature and small packet sizes. Thus there may not be enough packets
for AFR to aggregate and the DCF and AFR schemes might be expected to achieve more
or less the same performance.
We consider a WLAN with pure VoIP traffic. We use Brady’s model [118] of VoIP traffic
in which the mean ON and OFF periods are 1500 ms. Our performance requirement is to
have less than 1% of packets with delays larger than 15 ms. Table 3.6 shows the percentage
of packets with delay exceeding 15 ms for a range of network conditions and numbers of
voice calls. It can be seen that AFR’s delay percentages are substantially less than the
DCF’s under all conditions, demonstrating the effectiveness of the AFR scheme even for
traffic with very small packet sizes.
3.7 Scope of the Work
In this work, we restrict consideration to independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
channel noise. Although we recognise that such a memory-less model is unable to capture
fading characteristics in wireless channels, we comment that the PHY characteristics of
IEEE 802.11n are still unknown at this time, making the selection of a more accurate
channel model problematic. We note that provided the channel coherence time is long
enough to support large frame transmissions, it is relatively straightforward to modify our
analysis to encompass more complex channels. Moreover, it can be argued that i.i.d. noise is
in fact a worst case for aggregation schemes since in fading environments the bit errors tend
to cluster together into bursts [41] (see also the measurement of the bit error distribution
from an IEEE 802.11a test-bed [77] [40]). An uneven error distribution typically benefits
aggregation schemes since fewer retransmission are required compared to i.i.d. noise with
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the same mean BER [11]. For instance, if there are ten corrupted bits in one frame which
contains ten fragments, and each fragment has exactly one corrupted bit, then all of the
fragments have to be retransmitted. If all the ten corrupted bits occur in burst and gather
into say five fragments, it is obvious that fewer retransmissions are needed.
In this work we focus on the fundamental issues affecting the performance of aggre-
gation schemes in 802.11 WLANs. Thus several other techniques for further optimis-
ing CSMA/CA performance are not addressed here. These include optimisation of the
CSMA/CA contention window, which has been the subject of much attention in the liter-
ature, see [30, 125, 48, 80] and references therein for further details. Two-way aggregation
is also possible, in which large frames are piggybacked in the ACK frames ([6], [67], and
[123]).
3.8 Summary
To achieve high efficiency for next-generation very high-speed WLANs, we have developed
a novel scheme called AFR after identifying fundamental properties that must be satisfied
by any CSMA/CA based MAC layers. In the AFR scheme, multiple packets are aggregated
into and transmitted in a single large frame. If errors happen during the transmission,
only the corrupted fragments of the large frame are retransmitted. Transmission delays are
minimised by using a zero-waiting mechanism where frames are transmitted immediately
once the MAC wins a transmission opportunity.
An analytic model is developed to evaluate the throughput and delay of AFR over
a noisy channel, and to compare AFR with competing schemes in the literature. If the
application is saturated CBR traffic, analysis shows that AFR can achieve at the MAC
layer more than 100 Mbps when the PHY rate is faster than 216 Mbps. As a complement
to the theoretical analysis, we have investigated by simulations the impact of AFR on the
performance of realistic applications including TCP, HDTV and VoIP.
The AFR scheme described has been developed as part of the 802.11n working group
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work. The theoretical analysis presented here is general enough to be extended to the
proposed scheme in the upcoming 802.11n standard. Trends indicated by our simulation
results should extend to any well-designed aggregation schemes.
CHAPTER 4
Buffer Sizing for TCP Flows in 802.11e WLANs
We observed during the AFR work that there can be a close interaction between the MAC
layer and the buffer above it for real world traffic such as TCP. Surprisingly, this buffering
issue has received little attention in the literature even for the original DCF scheme of
802.11.
4.1 Introduction
We consider WLANs where the access point (AP) acts as a wireless router between the
WLAN and the Internet. As TCP flows account for the vast majority (more than 90%
[127]) of current Internet traffic and also of WLAN traffic [102], we consider buffer sizing
for TCP flows.
Buffers are traditionally sized with two primary objectives in mind.
(i) Accommodating short-term packet bursts. Due to the nature of TCP, internet traffic
tends to be bursty. Should too many packets arrive in a sufficiently short interval
of time then a network device may lack the capacity to process all of the packets
immediately. The first job of the buffer is to mitigate packet losses due to bursts by
accommodating these packets in a buffer until they can be serviced.
(ii) Ensuring AIMD throughput efficiency. Most of the traffic on networks continues to be
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carried by the TCP protocol. The AIMD congestion control algorithm used by TCP
reduces the number of packets in flight by half on detecting network congestion. If
buffers are too small, this backoff action will cause them to empty with a corresponding
reduction in link utilisation.
The classical rule of thumb is to provision buffers to be equal to the bandwidth of the
link multiplied by the average delay (which is typically described by round trip time or
RTT) of the flows utilising this link: the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) [112].
A number of fundamental new issues arise in 802.11 WLANs. Firstly, the mean service
rate at a wireless station is strongly dependent on the level of channel contention and thus
on the number of active stations and their load. Secondly, even when the network load is
fixed, the packet inter-service times at a station are not fixed but vary stochastically due
to the random nature of the CSMA/CA operation. As a result, neither the bandwidth nor
the delay in 802.11 WLANs are constant, in contrast to the wired links. We therefore do
not have a fixed BDP value available to provide a basis for sizing buffers.
In this chapter, we first consider an adaptive buffer sizing algorithm (called the aBDP
algorithm) based on measurement of the current average service time. The current average
bandwidth is then calculated as the reciprocal of the average service time. Rather than
measure the average RTT of flows in the WLAN, we simply use a fixed RTT since we
know that RTTs of flows in the Internet lie roughly within a known range. Given measured
bandwidth and delay values, the BDP rule can be readily emulated in WLANs, yielding a
buffer size that adapts to changes in the wireless link characteristics. The effectiveness of
this first algorithm is verified against simulations.
Recent work on buffer sizes for wired links [14] shows that the BDP rule can be overly
conservative, and suggests sizing buffers to BDP√
n
instead where n is the number of flows
traversing a link. This exploits the statistical multiplexing when many flows share a link.
Since real-world traffic patterns are often extremely complex, including a mix of connection
sizes, RTTs, etc that change over time, adaptive buffer sizing is considered in [97] [117].
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To exploit statistical multiplexing gains in WLANs, we consider a second adaptive buffer
tuning algorithm (the ALT algorithm). This involves feedback control of buffer size based
on measurements of the buffer idle and busy time. To accelerate the convergence rate of the
ALT algorithm when traffic load increases suddenly, we also measure the current bandwidth.
The effectiveness of the final algorithm (called the A* algorithm) is demonstrated with
simulations.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 introduce
related work and the experimental setup used. In Section 4.4, performance with fixed-
sized buffers is investigated. In Section 4.5, we introduce the aBDP algorithm based on
the classical BDP rule. In Section 4.6, we develop the ALT algorithm to further exploit
the possibility of statistical multiplexing to achieve lower delays while at the same time
maintaining high efficiency. In Section 4.7, the A* algorithm is introduced.
4.2 Related Work
The classical approach to sizing Internet router buffers is the BDP rule proposed in [112].
Recently, in [14] it is argued that the BDP rule can be overly conservative on links shared by
a large number of flows. In this case it is unlikely that TCP congestion window sizes (cwnd)
evolve synchronously and due to statistical multiplexing of cwnd backoffs, the combined
buffer requirement can be considerably less than the BDP. The analysis in [14] suggests
that it may be sufficient to size buffers as the BDP divided by the square root of the
number of active flows n. The potential may therefore exist to reduce buffer sizes by two
to three orders of magnitude. This work is extended in [86], [38] and [119] to consider the
performance of TCP congestion control with many connections under the assumption of
small, medium and large buffer sizes. Several authors have pointed out that the value n
can be difficult to determine for realistic traffic patterns, which not only include a mix of
connections sizes and RTTs, but are also strongly time-varying [35], [117]. In [117], it is
observed that in a production link, traffic patterns vary significantly, and may contain a
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complex mix of flow connection lengths and RTTs. It is demonstrated in [35] that use of
very small buffers can lead to an excessive loss rate. Motivated by these observations, in
[97] [53] a measurement-based adaptive buffer size tuning method is therefore proposed.
The foregoing work is in the context of wired links, and to our knowledge the question
of buffer sizing for 802.11 wireless links has received almost no attention in the literature.
Notable exceptions include [74] [85] [104]. Sizing of buffers for voice traffic in WLANs is
investigated in [74]. The impact of fixed buffer sizes on TCP flows is studied in [85]. In
[104], TCP performance with a variety of AP buffer sizes and 802.11e parameter settings
is investigated. With regard to the current state of the art, some vendors use small static
buffers (e.g., in Proxim APs, up to 8 packets can be temporarily stored in the interface
buffer), while others use large static buffers (e.g., in Atheros APs, up to 399 packets can be
held in earlier versions and 50 packets for new versions.). As we will show, the former may
lead to channel under utilisation if there are only a few active flows, while the latter tend
to yield unnecessarily long delays. Adaptive buffer sizing for TCP traffic in WLANs has,
to our knowledge, not previously been considered in the literature.
4.3 Setup
We consider the topology shown in Fig. 4.1 where the AP acts as a wireless router between
the WLAN and the Internet. Upload flows originate from stations in the WLAN on the left
and are destined to server(s) in the wired network on the right. Download flows are from
the server(s) to stations in the WLAN. We ignore differences in wired bandwidth and delay
from the AP to the servers which can cause TCP unfairness issues on the wired side (an
orthogonal issue) by using the same wired-part RTT for all flows.
We note that in WLANs, TCP ACK packets can be easily queued/dropped due to
the fact that the basic 802.11 DCF ensures that stations win a roughly equal number of
transmission opportunities. For example consider n stations each carrying one TCP upload
flow. The TCP ACKs are transmitted by the AP. While the data packets for the n flows
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Figure 4.1: Topology used for buffer sizing in WLANs. Each station in WLAN is the
source/destination of a single TCP flow. MAC parameters of the WLAN are listed in Table
4.1.
TSIFS (µs) 10
Idle slot duration (σ) (µs) 9
Retry limit 11
Packet size (bytes) 1000
PHY data rate (Mbps) 54
PHY basic rate (Mbps) 6
PLCP rate (Mbps) 6
Table 4.1: MAC/PHY parameters used, corresponding to 802.11g.
have an aggregate n/(n + 1) share of the transmission opportunities the TCP ACKs for
the n flows have only a 1/(n + 1) share. Issues of this sort are known to degrade TCP
performance significantly as queuing and dropping of TCP ACKs disrupt the TCP ACK
clocking mechanism. Following [63], we address this problem using 802.11e. At the AP
and each station we treat TCP ACKs as a separate traffic class, collecting them into a
queue which is assigned high priority via CWmin = 3, CWmax = 7, AIFS = 2. TCP data
packets are transmitted by another queue with parameters CWmin = 31, CWmax = 1023
and AIFS = 6. This makes use of 2 out of the 4 available queues in 802.11e.
We use IEEE 802.11g parameters as shown in Table 4.1. For TCP traffic, the widely
deployed TCP Reno with SACK extension is used. The TCP slow start threshold is set to
be 64 packets [100], the maximum congestion window size is set to be 4096 packets (each
with a payload of 1000 bytes) as 4M bytes (4096*1000) is the default congestion window
size staring from Linux kernels 2.6.17, and we are using 2.6.21.1.
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Figure 4.2: WLAN buffer sizing requirements. Data is shown for 1 download flow and
0, 2, 5, 10 competing uploads. Corresponding BDP values are marked by vertical lines.
“Max smoothed RTT” denotes the maximum TCP srtt value observed. Wired backhaul
link bandwidth 100Mbps, RTT 200ms.
4.4 Performance with Fixed Buffers
In contrast to wired networks, the mean service rate at a wireless station is not fixed
but instead depends upon the level of channel contention and the network load. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.2 where the throughput and delay of a download flow are plotted as a
function of AP buffer size when the number of competing upload flows (with one upload
flow per wireless station) is varied. Similarly to wired networks, the throughput always
increases monotonically with the buffer size, reaching a maximum above a threshold buffer
size. However, it can also be seen that the download throughput falls as the number
of competing uploads increases. The variation in throughput can be substantial, e.g., in
this example the maximum throughput falls from 14Mbps to 1.25Mbps as the number of
competing uploads increases from 0 to 10. As a result, the BDP – marked by vertical lines
in Fig. 4.2 – also varies significantly and this is reflected in buffering requirements. For
example, it can be seen from Fig. 4.2 that with no competing uploads the threshold buffer
size above which the AP achieves maximum throughput is around 300 packets, while for 10
competing uploads this buffer size falls to approximately 50 packets.
In addition to variations in the mean service rate, the random nature of 802.11 CSMA/CA
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Figure 4.3: Number of TCP RTOs vs AP buffer size. Values collected in simulations run for
400 seconds. Note that the number of RTOs when there are 10 downloads and 1 download
are nearly the same, so some of the points on the left side of this figure overlap with each
other.
operations leads to short time-scale stochastic fluctuations in service rate. This is fundamen-
tally different from wired networks and directly impacts buffering behaviour. For example,
from Fig. 4.2 with 10 uploads the maximum download throughput is 1.25Mbps, yielding a
BDP of 31 packets. However, it can be seen that at this buffer size the achieved download
throughput is only about 60% of the maximum – a buffer size of at least 50 packets is
required to achieve 100% throughput. Stochastic fluctuations in service rate can lead to
early queue overflow or even TCP retransmission timeouts (RTOs) unless buffer provision-
ing over and above the BDP is used. For example, Fig. 4.3 illustrates the total number of
TCP RTOs as the buffer size is varied. It can be seen that the number of RTOs decreases
as the buffer size is increased. The buffer size required to minimise RTOs is dependent on
network conditions.
One possible buffer sizing approach in WLANs is to provision buffers based on worst
case conditions, i.e., based on the conditions requiring the largest buffering to achieve high
throughput. However, while ensuring high throughput, this comes at the cost of high
latency. For example, it can be seen from Fig. 4.2 that when a fixed buffer size of 338
packets is used (which in this example ensures maximum throughput regardless of the
number of contending uploads), the round-trip latency experienced by the download flow
is about 300ms with no uploads but rises to around 2s with 10 contending upload stations.
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This occurs because TCP’s congestion control algorithm probes for bandwidth until packet
loss occurs and so flows will tend to fill buffers, regardless of their size.
Conversely, sizing the buffer to achieve lower latency across all network conditions comes
at the cost of reduced throughput, e.g., a buffer size of 30 packets ensures latency of 200-
300ms for up to 10 contending upload stations but when there are no contending uploads
the throughput of a download flow is only about 75% of the maximum achievable.
Therefore, neither fixed long nor fixed short buffers can maintain both high throughput
and low delays at the same time, motivating consideration of adaptive approaches to buffer
sizing.
4.5 Emulating BDP: The First Algorithm
Motivated by the foregoing observations and the difficulty of selecting a fixed buffer size
suited to a range of network conditions, we consider the use of an adaptive buffer sizing
strategy. We note that a wireless station can readily measure its own service rate by obser-
vation of the packet inter-service time, i.e., the time between packets arriving at the head
of the network interface queue ts and being successfully transmitted te (which is indicated
by receiving correctly the corresponding MAC ACK.). Note that this measurement can be
readily implemented in real devices and incurs only a minor computational burden. Let
Tserv be the mean inter-service time. We use exponential smoothing to calculate a running
average, i.e., Tserv(k + 1) = (1−W )Tserv(k) +W (te − ts) where W = 0.001. The choice of
smoothing parameter W is considered in more detail later.
Using this measurement we propose the following adaptive BDP (called the aBDP al-
gorithm) strategy. Let T ′ be the target queueing delay1. Noting that 1/Tserv is the mean
service rate, we select buffer size Q according to Q = min(T ′/Tserv, Qmax) where Qmax is
the upper limit on buffer size (set to be 400 packets2 here). This effectively regulates the
1We may select T ′ based on the average RTT of the flows sharing the queue, but here we simply use a
fixed value of 200ms since this is an approximate upper bound on the RTT of the majority of the current
Internet flows, and it is also an acceptable amount for non-interactive traffic.
2We select Qmax = 400 packets as it is the default buffer size used by the popular Atheros chip sets.
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Algorithm 2 Drop tail operation of the aBDP algorithm.
1: Set the target queueing delay T ′.
2: Set the over-provision parameter c.
3: for each incoming packet p do
4: Calculate Q = min(T ′/Tserv + c,Qmax) where Tserv is from MAC Algorithm 3.
5: if current queue occupancy < Q then
6: Put p into queue
7: else
8: Drop p.
9: end if
10: end for
Algorithm 3 MAC operation of the aBDP algorithm.
1: Set the averaging parameter W .
2: for each outgoing packet p do
3: Record service start time ts for p.
4: Wait until receive MAC ACK for p, record service end time te.
5: Calculate service time of p: Tserv = (1−W )Tserv +W (te − ts).
6: end for
buffer size to equal the mean BDP. The buffer size decreases when the service rate falls and
increases the buffer size when the service rate rises, so as to maintain an approximately
constant queueing delay of T ′ seconds.
To account for the impact of the stochastic nature of the service rate on buffer size
requirements, we modify this update rule to Q = min(T ′/Tserv + c,Qmax) where c is an
over-provisioning amount to accommodate short-term fluctuations in service rate. Based
on the measurements in Fig. 4.2 and others, we have found that a value of c = 40 packets
works well across a wide range of network conditions. Pseudo-code for the algorithm is
shown in Algorithms 2 and 3.
The effectiveness of this simple adaptive algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Recall
that (see Fig. 4.2) 330 packets and 70 packets are the approximate threshold buffer sizes
above which the AP achieves maximum throughput for respectively 1 download only and 1
download plus 10 contending uploads. It can be seen from Fig. 4.4 that the aBDP algorithm
yields buffer sizes which are in good agreement with these thresholds. Observe also that
However, for future very high-speed WLANs such as 802.11n in which MAC layer throughput may reach
100 Mbps, a larger value of Qmax is likely to be required.
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Figure 4.4: Histories of buffer limit and buffer occupancy with the aBDP algorithm. In (a)
there in only one download flow. In (b) there are 1 download and 10 upload flows.
there are initial startup fluctuations in the adaptive buffer limit. This reflects the startup
dynamics of the TCP congestion control. Once the buffer starts to fill, we observe that the
aBDP algorithm maintains a steady buffer limit.
In Fig. 4.5 we plot the throughput percentage (ratio of achieved throughput to that
with a 400-packet buffer) and max smoothed RTT as the number of downloads and uploads
is varied. It can be seen that the adaptive algorithm maintains high throughput efficiency
across the entire range of operating conditions. This is achieved while maintaining the
latency approximately constant at around 400ms (200ms propagation delay plus T ′ = 200ms
queueing delay) – the latency rises slightly with the number of uploads due to the over-
provisioning parameter c to accommodate stochastic fluctuations in service rate.
While T ′ = 200ms is used as the target drain time in the aBDP algorithm, realistic
traffic tends to consist of flows with a mix of RTTs. Fig. 4.6 plots the results as we vary the
RTT of the wired backhaul link while keeping T ′ = 200ms. We observe that the throughput
percentage is 100% for RTTs up to 200ms. For a RTT of 300ms, we observe a slight decrease
in throughput when there is 1 download and 10 contending upload flows, which is to be
expected since T ′ is less than the link delay and so the buffer is less than the BDP. We
also observe that there is a difference between the max smoothed RTT with and without
upload flows. The RTT in our setup consists of the wired link RTT, the queueing delays
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Figure 4.5: Performance of the aBDP algorithm as the number of upload flows is varied.
Data is shown for 1, 10 download flows and 0, 2, 5, 10 uploads. Wired backhaul link band-
width 100Mbps, RTT 200ms. Note that some of results when there is 1 and 10 downloads
overlap with each other.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of the aBDP algorithm as the RTT of wired backhaul is varied.
Data is shown for 1, 10 downloads and 0, 10 uploads. Wired backhaul link bandwidth
100Mbps
for TCP data and ACK packets and the MAC layer transmission delays for TCP data and
ACK packets. When there are no upload flows, TCP ACK packets can be transmitted
with negligible queueing delays. This is because that they are assigned with high priority
and so can be transmitted earlier when competing with the AP that is sending TCP data
packets. When there are upload flows however, stations with TCP ACK packets have to
contend with stations sending TCP data packets as well. TCP ACK packets therefore can
be delayed accordingly, which causes the increase in RTT observed in Fig. 4.6.
Fig. 4.7 demonstrates the ability of the aBDP algorithm to respond to changing network
conditions. At time 300s the number of uploads is increased from 0 to 10 flows. It can be seen
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that the buffer size quickly adapts to the changed conditions when the weight W = 0.001.
This roughly corresponds to averaging over the last 1000 packets3. When the number of
uploads is increased at time 300s, it takes 0.6 seconds (current throughput is 13.5Mbps so
t = 1000 ∗ 8000/13.5 ∗ 106 = 0.6) to send 1000 packets, i.e., the aBDP algorithm is able to
react to network changes roughly on a timescale of 0.6 second. Also shown in Fig. 4.7 are
the corresponding plots when W = 0.1, W = 0.0001 and W = 0.00001. While W = 0.1
potentially ensures a faster convergence rate, the averaging duration is too short to smooth
the fluctuations in service rate and this is reflected in fluctuations in the buffer limit. For
W = 0.0001 and 0.00001, the averaging intervals are rather long, leading to slow convergence
rates.
4.6 Adaptive Buffer Limit Tuning: The Second Algorithm
While the aBDP algorithm is simple and effective, it is unable to take advantage of the
statistical multiplexing when multiple flows share the same link. For example, it can be
seen from Fig. 4.8 that while a buffer size of 338 packets is needed to maximise throughput
with a single download flow, this falls to around 100 packets when 10 download flows share
the link. However, in both cases the aBDP algorithm selects a buffer size of approximately
350 packets, see Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.9.
It can be seen, however, from Fig. 4.9 that the buffer rarely empties when 10 flows share
the link. That is, the potential exists to lower the buffer size (thereby reducing latency)
without loss of throughput. In this section we consider the design of measurement-based
algorithms that are capable of taking advantage of such statistical multiplexing opportuni-
ties.
3As per [28], the current value is averaged over the last t observations for x% percentage of accuracy
where x = 1− (1−W )t, t is the number of updates (which are packets in our case). When W = 0.001 and
t = 1000 we have, for example, that x = 0.64.
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Figure 4.7: Impact of weight W on convergence rate of the aBDP algorithm. One download
flow, at time 300s the number of upload flows is increased from 0 to 10.
4.6.1 The ALT Algorithm
Our objective is to simultaneously achieve both high throughput efficiency and low delay.
Intuitively, in order to ensure efficient link utilisation, the buffer should not lie empty for
too long a time. Increasing the buffer size tends to reduce the link idle time. However, to
ensure low delays, the buffer should be as short as possible and a trade-off therefore exists.
This intuition suggests the following approach. We observe the buffer occupancy over an
interval of time. If the buffer rarely empties, we decreases the buffer size to avoid high
delay. Conversely, if the buffer is empty for too long a period, we increase the buffer size to
maintain high throughput.
In more detail, we consider an Adaptive Limit Tuning (ALT) algorithm as follows.
Let ti(k), tb(k) be the durations of idle and busy time in an observation interval t, i.e.,
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Figure 4.8: Impact of statistical multiplexing. There are 1/10 downloads and no uploads.
Wired backhaul link bandwidth 100Mbps, RTT 200ms.
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Figure 4.9: Histories of buffer limit and buffer occupancy with the aBDP algorithm when
there are 10 downloads and no uploads.
t = ti(k) + tb(k), and q
′(k) be the buffer limit during the k-th observation interval. The
buffer limit is updated according to
q′(k + 1) = q′(k) + a′ti(k)− b′tb(k), (4.1)
where a′ and b′ are design parameters. Pseudo-code for the ALT algorithm is given in
Algorithm 4.
Assuming q′ converges (we discuss this in more detail later), then we have that a′ti = b′tb,
i.e., ti =
b′
a′ tb and the link utilisation is therefore lower bounded by
tb
ti + tb
=
1
1 + b′/a′
. (4.2)
Choosing b
′
a′ to be small then ensures high utilisation.
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Algorithm 4 : The ALT algorithm.
1: Set the initial queue limit, the maximum buffer limit qmax and the minimum buffer
limit qmin.
2: Set the increase step size a′ and the decrease step size b′.
3: for Every t seconds do
4: Measure the idle time ti.
5: qnew = q + a
′ti − b′(t− ti).
6: if qnew < qmax then
7: if qnew < qmin then
8: q ← qmin
9: else
10: q ← qnew
11: end if
12: else
13: q ← qmax
14: end if
15: end for
It is prudent to constrain q′ to lie between the minimum and the maximum values qmin
and qmax. In the following, the maximum limit qmax and the minimum buffer limit qmin
are set to be 400 and 30 packets, respectively. We use 400 packets as the maximum buffer
limit to facilitate comparison with the fixed buffer scheme used in Atheros chip sets. In the
next section, we provide a theoretical analysis which can assist in selecting values for a′, b′
and qmin.
The duration of the observation/update interval t should be so selected to reflect timely
changes on buffer usage which are nonpredictable in reality (see for example [117] and the
references therein). Too small t can therefore yields similar/repeated observations if traffic
patterns are varying slowly, too large t will likely miss bursty changes. Here we choose the
safer option, i.e., a short t = 1 second is used.
4.6.2 Theoretical Analysis
Let Q(k) denote the buffer size at the k-th congestion event4. Then,
Q(k + 1) = Q(k) + aTI(k)− bTB(k) (4.3)
4A congestion event happens when the sum of all senders’ cwnd decreases due to packet losses. This can
be caused by a single packet loss, or multiple packet losses that are lumped together in one RTT.
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where TI is the “idle” time, i.e., the duration in seconds when the buffer is empty during
the k-th congestion epoch5, and TB the “busy” time, i.e., the duration when the buffer is
non-empty. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.10 for the case of a single TCP flow.
Notice that a = a′ and b = b′ where a′ and b′ are parameters used in the ALT algorithm6.
Letting m be the number of observation/updating intervals in the k-th congestion epoch,
it is straightforward that mti(k) = TI(k) and mtb(k) = TB(k). That is, the per-interval
updating strategy of the ALT algorithm directly maps to the per-epoch system dynamics
in Equation 4.3. In the remainder of this section we investigate conditions to guarantee
convergence and stability of the buffer dynamics with TCP traffic, which naturally lead to
guideline for the selection of a′ and b′. We first define some TCP related quantities before
proceeding.
Consider the case where TCP flows may have different round-trip times and drops need
not be synchronised. Let n be the number of TCP flows sharing a link, wi(k) be the cwnd
of flow i at the k-th congestion event, Ti the round-trip propagation delay of flow i. To
describe the cwnd additive increase we define the following quantities: (i) αi is the rate
in packet/s at which flow i increases its congestion window7, (ii) αT =
∑m
i=1 αi (where
5A congestion epoch is the duration between two adjacent congestion events.
6The update interval in the ALT algorithm is t = 1 second, whilst in the analysis the update interval is
congestion epoch.
7Standard TCP increases the flow congestion window by one packet per RTT, in which case αi ≈ 1/Ti.
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m < n is the number of flows that do not backoff) is the aggregate rate at which flows
increase their congestion windows, in packets/s, and (iii) AT =
∑m
i=1 αi/Ti approximates
the aggregate rate, in packets/s2, at which flows increase their sending rates. Following the
k-th congestion event, flows backoff their cwnd to βi(k)wi(k). Flows may be unsynchronised,
i.e., not all flows need back off at a congestion event. We capture this with βi(k) = 1 if flow
i does not backoff at event k.
Now consider the idle time TI(k). On backoff after the k-th congestion event, if the
buffer does not empty then TI(k) = 0. Otherwise, immediately after backoff the send rate
of flow i is βi(k)wi(k)/Ti. We then have that
TI(k) =
E[B]−∑ni=1 βi(k)wi(k)/Ti
AT
, (4.4)
where E[B] is the mean service rate of the considered buffer8.
At congestion event k the aggregate flow throughput necessarily equals the link capacity,
i.e.,
n∑
i=1
wi(k)
Ti +Q(k)/E[B]
= E[B].
We then have that
n∑
i=1
wi(k)
Ti
=
n∑
i=1
wi(k)
Ti
Ti +Q(k)/E[B]
Ti +Q(k)/E[B]
=
n∑
i=1
wi(k)
Ti +Q(k)/E[B]
+Q(k)/E[B]
n∑
i=1
wi(k)
Ti +Q(k)/E[B]
1
Ti
≈ E[B] +Q(k)/TT ,
where TT =
nPn
i=1
1
Ti
is the harmonic mean of Ti. Hence,
TI(k) =
E[B]− βT (k)
∑n
i=1wi(k)/Ti
AT
≈ E[B]− βT (k)(E[B] +Q(k)/TT )
AT
That is,
TI(k) ≈ (1− βT (k))E[B] − βT (k)Q(k)/TT
AT
(4.5)
8When rate adaptation is enabled and/or the number of competing flows vary frequently, the mean
throughput is expected to change accordingly. Analysis for this case is left as future work. In implementation
however, we do propose a technique to address this varying bandwidth issue. See Section 4.7 for details.
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where βT (k) =
Pn
i=1 βiwi(k)/TiPn
i=1 wi(k)/Ti
is the effective aggregate backoff factor of the flows. When
flows are synchronised, i.e., βi = β ∀i, then βT = β. When flows are unsynchronised9 but
have the same average backoff factor, i.e., E[βi] = β, then E[βT ] = β.
If the queue empties after backoff, the queue busy time TB(k) is directly given by
TB(k) = Q(k + 1)/αT , (4.6)
where αT is the aggregate rate at which flows increase their congestion windows, in pack-
ets/s. Otherwise,
TB(k) = (Q(k + 1)− q(k))/αT , (4.7)
where q(k) is the buffer occupancy after backoff. It turns out that for the analysis of stability
it is not necessary to calculate qk explicitly. Instead, letting δ(k) = q(k)/Q(k), it is enough
to note that 0 ≤ δ(k) < 1.
Combining (4.3), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7),
Q(k+1) =

 Q(k) + a
(1−βT )E[B]−βT (k)Q(k)/TT
AT
− bQ(k + 1)/αT if queue empties after backoff
Q(k)− b(Q(k + 1)− δ(k)Q(k))/αT otherwise
That is,
Q(k + 1) =

 λe(k)Q(k) + γe(k)E[B]TT if queue empties after backoffλf (k)Q(k) otherwise (4.8)
where
λe(k) =
αT − aβT (k)αT /(ATTT )
αT + b
λf (k) =
αT + bδ(k)
αT + b
γe(k) = a
1− βT (k)
αT + b
αT
ATTT
Taking expectations,
E[Q(k + 1)] = λ(k)E[Q(k)] + γ(k)E[B]TT (4.9)
9Plus the probability of backoff independent of the flow congestion window. This appears to be a good
approximation in many practical situations, see [94] for a more detailed discussion.
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where
λ(k) = pe(k)E[λe(k)] + (1− pe(k))E[λf (k)]
γ(k) = pe(k)E[γe(k)]
with pe(k) the probability that the queue empties following the k-th congestion event.
4.6.3 Stability
Provided |λ(k)| < 1 the queue dynamics in Equation 4.9 are exponentially stable. In more
detail, λ(k) is the convex combination of E[λe(k)] and E[λf (k)]. Stability is therefore
guaranteed provided |E[λe(k)]| < 1 and |E[λf (k)]| < 1. We have that 0 < E[λf (k)] < 1
when b > 0 since αT is non-negative and 0 ≤ δ(k) < 1. The stability condition is therefore
that |E[λe(k)]| < 1.
Under mild independence conditions,
E[λe(k)] =
αT − aE[βT (k)]αT /(ATTT )
αT + b
.
Observe that,
αT
ATTT
=
1
n
(
∑n
i=1 1/Ti)
2∑n
i=1 1/T
2
i
when we use the standard TCP AIMD increase of one packet per RTT, in which case
αi ≈ 1/Ti. We therefore have that 1/n ≤ αT /(ATTT ) ≤ 1. Also, when the standard AIMD
backoff factor of 0.5 is used, 0.5 < E[βT (k)] < 1. Thus, since a > 0, b > 0, αT > 0, we
require
−1 < αT − a
αT + b
≤ E[λe(k)] ≤ αT
αT + b
< 1
A sufficient condition (from the left inequality) for stability is then that a < 4αT +2b. Using
again (as in the aBDP algorithm) 200ms as the maximum RTT , a rough lower bound on
αT is 5 (corresponding to 1 flow with RTT 200ms). The stability constraint is then that
a < 10 + 2b. (4.10)
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Figure 4.11: Instability and stability of the ALT algorithm. In (a), a=100, b=1, the
maximum buffer limit is 50000 packets. In (b), a=10, b=1, the maximum buffer limit is
400 packets. In both figures, there is 1 download and no upload.
Fig. 4.11(a) demonstrates that the instability is indeed observed in simulations. Here,
a = 100 and b = 1 are used as example values, i.e., the stability conditions are not satisfied.
It can be seen that the buffer limit at congestion events oscillates around 400 packets rather
than converging to a constant value.
Fig. 4.11(b) shows the corresponding results with a = 10 and b = 1, i.e., when the
stability conditions are satisfied. It can be seen that the buffer limit at congestion events
settles to a constant value, thus the buffer limit time history converges to a periodic cycle.
4.6.4 Fixed point
When the system dynamics are stable, from (4.9) we have that
lim
k→∞
E[Q(k)] =
(1− E[βT ])
b/a+ E[βT ]
E[B]TT . (4.11)
For synchronised flows with the standard TCP backoff factor of 0.5 (i.e., E[βT ] = 0.5) and
the same RTT, (1−E[βT ])b/a+E[βT ]E[B]TT reduces to the BDP when b/a = 0. This indicates that for
high link utilisation we require the ratio b/a to be small. In more detail, using (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.13) we have that in steady-state the expected link utilisation is lower bounded by
E[TB ]
E[TI ] + E[TB ]
=
1
1 + ba
αT
ATTT
≥ 1
1 + ba
. (4.12)
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Figure 4.12: Impact of b/a on throughput efficiency. The maximum buffer limit is 400
packets, and the minimum buffer limit is 2 packets.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.12 which plots the measured throughput efficiency vs b/a in
a variety of traffic conditions. It can be seen that the efficiency decreases when the ratio of
b/a increases. In order to ensure throughput efficiency ≥ 90% it is required that
b
a
≤ 0.1. (4.13)
Combined with the stability condition in inequality (4.10), we have that a = 10, b = 1 are
feasible integer values.
We note that when 0.1 ≤ b/a ≤ 1 and there is 1 download and 10 uploads (or there are
10 downloads and 10 uploads), the desired buffer limits are less than 10 packets. With such
short buffers TCP RTOs can occur frequently, and this leads to violation of the lower bound
(4.12). This corresponds to an extreme operating regime however and for smaller values of
b/a the lower bound is respected. Note also that we use 2 packets as the minimum buffer
limit in Fig. 4.12 in order to exploit the behaviour of the ALT algorithm, but in practice
large values, for example 30 packets is used here, would be used to avoid excessive RTOs.
4.6.5 Convergence rate
In Fig. 4.13(a) we illustrate the convergence rate of the ALT algorithm. There is one
download, and at time 500s the number of upload flows is increased from 0 to 10. It can
be seen that the buffer size limit converges to its new value in around 300 seconds or 5
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Figure 4.13: Convergence rate of the ALT and A* algorithms. One download flow, a = 10,
b = 1. At time 500s the number of upload flows is increased from 0 to 10.
minutes. In general, the convergence rate is determined by the product λ(0)λ(1)...λ(k).
In this example, the buffer does not empty after backoff and the convergence rate is thus
determined by λf (k) =
αT +bγ(k)
αT +b
. To achieve fast convergence, we require small λf (k) so
that Q(k + 1) = λf (k)Q(k) is decreased quickly to the desired value. We thus need large
b to achieve fast convergence. However, b = 1 is used here in order to respect the stability
condition in (4.10).
We note that slow convergence can also happen when rate adaptation is enabled, during
initial startup stage, (see Fig. 4.14(a)), when channel states vary greatly due to channel
noise, etc. In the next section, we address this issue by combining the ALT and the aBDP
algorithms to create a new hybrid algorithm.
4.7 A*: The Final Algorithm
We can readily adapt quickly to changes in channel service rate by measuring the cur-
rent bandwidth (see for example Fig. 4.7). We therefore provide a hybrid algorithm that
combines the aBDP and the ALT algorithms. We call this hybrid the A* algorithm.
In the A* algorithm, we measure the mean inter-service time and calculate the instan-
taneous buffer limit QaBDP as before (see Section 4.5). This value is compared with the
current buffer limit QALT from the ALT algorithm. We use QaBDP as the new limit if
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Figure 4.14: Convergence rate in the initial startup stage with the ALT and the A* algo-
rithms. There are 1 download and 10 upload flows, and a=10, b=1.
QaBDP < QALT , and QALT otherwise.
When channel conditions change, the A* algorithm uses the measured bandwidth to
adjust the buffer size promptly. The convergence rate depends on the updating interval
(which is per-packet) and the smoothing weight W . As calculated in Section 4.5, it takes
around 0.6 second for QaBDP to converge. Once QaBDP settles to a near constant value,
the A* algorithm can further use the ALT procedure to fine tune the buffer size to exploit
the potential reduction due to statistical multiplexing. The effectiveness of this hybrid
approach when the traffic load is increased suddenly is shown in Fig. 4.13(b). In Fig. 4.14
we further illustrate the convergence rates of the ALT and the A* algorithms in the initial
startup stage when there are 1 download and 10 upload flows. It can be seen that the ALT
algorithm settles to the desired buffer size in 150 seconds, whilst it takes negligible time for
the A* algorithm to do so.
4.7.1 Results
The basic impetus for the design of the ALT and the A* algorithms is to exploit the possi-
bility of statistical multiplexing to reduce buffer sizes. Fig. 4.15 illustrates the performance
of the A* algorithm when there are 10 downloads and no upload flows. Comparing with the
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Figure 4.15: Buffer time histories with the A* algorithm, a=10, b=1, 10 downloads and no
upload flows.
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Figure 4.16: Performance of the A* algorithm as the number of upload flows is varied. RTT
200ms.
results in Fig. 4.8 using fixed buffers, we can see that the A* algorithm can achieve signifi-
cantly smaller buffer sizes (i.e., a reduction from 350 packets to 100 packets approximately)
when multiplexing exists.
As before, in Figs. 4.5 and 4.17, we further evaluate the A* algorithm when the RTTs
are varied from 50-300ms and the number of uploads are varied from 0-10. Comparing these
with the results of the aBDP algorithm (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6) we can see that the A* algorithm
is capable of exploiting the statistical multiplexing where feasible. In particular, signifi-
cant lower delays are achieved with 10 download flows whilst maintaining high throughput
efficiency.
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Figure 4.17: Performance of the A* algorithm as the wired RTT is varied.
4.8 Conclusions
While sizing router buffers in wired Internet is a key design issue, the size of buffers in
WLANs has attracted little attention. We first show that the use of static buffers in WLANs
leads to either undesirable channel under utilisation or unnecessary high delays. Although
adaptive buffer sizing algorithms have been proposed for wired links, a number of funda-
mental new issues arise in WLANs. These new issues include the fact that the mean service
rate is dependent on the level of channel contention, and packet inter-service times vary
stochastically due to the random nature of CSMA/CA operation. As the classical rule of
thumb is to provision buffers to be equal to the BDP, we propose an adaptive algorithm
that emulates the BDP rule. To take advantage of the statistical multiplexing to decrease
the buffer sizes where feasible, we then propose a second adaptive algorithm that achieves
both high throughput efficiency and low delays simultaneously. As an enhancement to the
second algorithm, we further design a third hybrid algorithm to adapt to channel variations
promptly.
The physical layers of current WLANs can normally support multiple-rates [52] [31]. As
discussed in earlier chapters, packet grouping (including the Burst ACK, the Block ACK
and the aggregation schemes) is already a feature of 802.11e (via the TXOP mechanism)
and is likely to play a key role in future high speed WLANs. However, consideration of the
impact of rate adaptation and packet grouping on buffer sizing algorithms are left to future
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work.
CHAPTER 5
Fairness at the MAC Layer
In addition to throughput and delay, fairness is another performance metric that should
be considered for MAC layer design. Although the speed of WLANs is being improved
dramatically, e.g., to 100 Mbps at the MAC layer in future 802.11n, the coverage remains
confined to within several hundreds meters at best. With the aim of supporting more users
or even to compete with cellular networks, larger coverage in future WLANs is a major
design issue. One solution is to use the redundant bandwidth at local stations to relay
traffic from nearby networks. Such a relay-based multi-hop network, if properly designed,
may feature both “high speed” and “large coverage” simultaneously. However, using the
802.11 DCF scheme, gross unfairness can exist even without interference, hidden terminals
and related issues.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that the TXOP mechanism of 802.11e, which has re-
ceived little attention in the literature, can be readily exploited to restore/enforce fairness
at the MAC layer in multi-hop networks. TXOP transmissions are essentially scheduled ac-
cording to the Burst ACK scheme. As discussed in earlier chapters, other packet grouping
schemes, e.g., Block ACK and aggregation schemes, share a similar nature in terms of band-
width allocation. The trends indicated by the TXOP scheme extend therefore naturally to
the other approaches which are key features for future 802.11n WLANs. For current devices,
the proposed TXOP scheme is readily implementable in a simple and fully decentralised
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way which requires no message passing.
5.1 Introduction
CSMA/CA based 802.11 technology is becoming increasing pervasive as the last-hop both
in office environments and in the home. Looking ahead, the next step is likely to be
towards greater use of multiple wireless hops. This not only includes the use of wireless
for broadband backhaul infill, but also provision of municipal and rural wireless multi-hop
networks. Within the home, moves towards Wifi-enabled multimedia distribution also lead
almost inevitably to consideration of multiple wireless hops.
While there exists a considerable body of literature relating to 802.11 wireless multi-
hop networks, much of this focusses on issues related to interference and routing which are
well-known difficult problems in single channel 802.11 networks. For example, it has been
observed that due to hidden terminal effects end-to-end traffic over more than around 3 hops
tends to achieve rather limited throughput [42]. Recently, there has been great interest in
the use of multi-radio multi-channel networks. This reflects technology road-maps, and
also the fact that multi-radio architectures combined with appropriate channel allocations
potentially offer practically effective solutions to interference management, see for example
[89], [90], [121], [16], [76] [64] and references therein.
With this in mind, in this work we take as our starting point multi-radio multi-channel
networks where the channel allocations have been chosen to avoid damaging interference1.
We find that even when these issues are resolved in the aforementioned manner, gross
unfairness can exist amongst competing flows. This unfairness is associated with the 802.11
MAC behaviour and can be particularly problematic in the context of multi-hop networks
since unfairness can become amplified over multiple hops. That is, even without inter-
channel interference and hidden terminals, a practical “high speed” and “large coverage”
network is still not feasible.
1Note that interference and hidden terminals can also cause unfairness, which is a separate question to
the one we consider here.
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We propose the use of 802.11e’s TXOP mechanism to restore/enforce fairness. We
demonstrate the efficacy of this approach with both CBR and TCP traffic, and using ex-
perimental measurements we also demonstrate that it is capable of enforcing a variety of
fairness requirements such as bandwidth reservation for local traffic. The proposed scheme
is simple, implementable using off-the-shelf devices and fully decentralised (requires no mes-
sage passing).
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 introduces prior work. In Section 5.3,
we illustrate the unfairness behavior of 802.11 and identify the associated per-flow unfairness
issue. In Section 5.4, we first provide a theoretical model to analyse the performance of the
TXOP mechanism. Based on this model, we introduce a scheme to ensure per-flow fairness.
Finally, Section 5.5 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Related Work
Most previous work in multi-hop networks has focussed on issues such as hidden terminals
and interference (e.g., [89], [90], [121], [16], [76]). MAC-related unfairness has been stud-
ied in the context of single-hop 802.11 WLANs, e.g., see [63] [22] and references therein.
However, fairness in multi-hop networks has received limited attention. In single-channel
multi-hop networks, [42] illustrates that unfairness exists in parking lot deployments, and
a congestion control algorithm is proposed to mitigate unfairness in [91]. The unfairness
issue in [42] and [91] is caused by hidden terminals and interference. There has been even
less work regarding the use of the TXOP mechanism. In [109], the authors evaluate the use
of TXOP for stations with different physical rates.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no prior work on enforcing/restoring per-flow
fairness using 802.11e’s TXOP in multi-hop networks.
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Figure 5.1: Illustrative wireless multi-hop scenarios.
5.3 Unfairness at Relay Stations
Before preceding we first describe the network setups used, see Fig. 5.1. Client stations
are marked by shadowed triangles, and mesh points (MPs) by circles. MPs are stations
that relay traffic for client stations. There are 10 MPs in both topologies. MP9 acts as
a gateway between the wireless multi-hop network and the wired Internet. Each MP has
two radios that use channels in such a way that the channel in each hop is orthogonal to
that in neighboring hops thereby avoiding interference between transmissions on different
hops. Hence there are no hidden terminals. We assume that the set of routes from sources
to destinations are already obtained by routing protocols such as those discussed in [34]
and [36]. The routes are stable during the considered sessions’ life time. We only consider
single-path routing. Under these routing assumptions, all routes in the network form a tree
topology. We use station to refer to any wireless devices (both client stations and MPs).
We say client station when referring to wireless devices other than MPs.
Interestingly, even with such a simple network setup (no interference/hidden terminals,
fixed routing, standard 802.11 parameters) significant unfairness can exist between traffic
flows. This is illustrated, for example, in Fig. 5.2(a) which shows the measured throughput
achieved by a mix of upload and download CBR flows (with one upload and one download
flow per client station; sources for download flows and destinations for upload flows lie in
the wired network). It can be seen that the throughput achieved by the upload flows is
approximately an order of magnitude greater than that achieved by the download flows.
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Figure 5.2: CBR results for scenario in Fig. 5.1(a). One upload and one download flow per
client station. Per flow throughput is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). Per hop aggregate throughput
(in Mbps) is plotted in Fig. 5.2(b). Simulation parameters listed in Table 5.1.
We can gain some insight into the source of this unfairness by looking at the correspond-
ing per hop measurements shown in Fig. 5.2(b). It can be seen that on the relay hops,
the aggregate throughput of the upload flows and of the download flows are approximately
equal, as might be expected. However, at the left-hand hop, between the client stations
and MP0, the situation is very different. We can understand this behavior by noting that
the 802.11 MAC ensures that roughly the same number of transmission opportunities are
allocated to every station, including the MPs. Thus, if there are n0 client stations, we
expect each of them to obtain roughly a 1/(n0 + 1) share of the bandwidth, and similarly
for the MP to obtain a 1/(n0 + 1) share. The n0 upload flows therefore together obtain
an n0/(n0 + 1) share whereas since all of the download flows must be transmitted via the
MP and so they can only obtain approximately a 1/(n0 + 1) share altogether. We can
confirm this approximate reasoning by noting that the aggregate upload throughput at the
left-hand hop in this example is measured to be 0.657Mbps while the aggregate download
throughput is 0.068Mbps. The ratio of upload to download throughput is thus 9.66, i.e.
close to the value of n0 = 10.
This type of unfairness is not new and has previously been observed in the context of
single-hop WLANs (e.g., [63]). However, the impact of this unfairness can be far greater in
a multi-hop context.
To see this, consider the multi-hop network in Fig. 5.1(b) with one local station at
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TSIFS (µs) 10
Idle slot duration (σ) (µs) 20
TDIFS (µs) 50
CWmin 31
CWmax 1023
Retry limit 4
Packet size (bytes) 1000
PLCP rate (Mbps) 1
Table 5.1: MAC/PHY parameters used in multi-hop simulations.
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Figure 5.3: CBR results without TXOP for scenario in Fig. 5.1(b) with one client station
at MP8 (i.e. N = 11). Per flow throughput is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Per hop aggregate
throughput (in Mbps) is plotted in Fig. 5.3(b). Simulation parameters listed in Table 5.1.
Note that 0.553 Mbps in Fig. 5.3(b) is the aggregate throughput of local upload originating
from station 11 and relay uploads from MP7 to MP8.
MP8. End-to-end traffic from the left-hand stations, numbered 1-10 in Fig. 5.1(b), now has
to compete with the traffic from station 11 at the MP8 hop. The foregoing unfairness effect
now acts multiplicatively at hopsMP0 and MP8, greatly amplifying the level of unfairness.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 5.3(a). Here, stations 1-11 each carries one upload and
one download flow, yielding 11 upload and 11 download flows in total. It can be seen from
Fig. 5.3(a) that the upload flow at station 11 gains much greater throughput than the other
flows.
What is happening is that at MP8, each local upload flow obtains roughly a 1/(n8 +2)
share of the bandwidth, where n8 = 1 is the number of client stations associated with
MP8 and the 2 on the denominator accounts for end-to-end upload traffic from MP7 and
download traffic from MP8. The aggregate upload traffic from stations 1-10 also obtains a
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1/(n8+2) share (corresponding the the share of upload transmission opportunities allocated
to MP7). Thus each individual upload flow from stations 1-10 obtains only a 1/10(n8 + 2)
share. In line with this analysis, Fig. 5.3(a) confirms that the upload flow from station
11 obtains roughly an order of magnitude greater throughput than the upload flows from
stations 1-10.
The aggregate download traffic to stations 1-11 also obtains a 1/(n8+2) share at theMP8
hop. The download traffic to stations 1-10 then has to compete against the upload traffic
from stations 1-10 for transmission opportunities at MP0. This creates further unfairness.
As discussed above, at theMP0 hop there is approximately an order of magnitude unfairness
between upload and download flows and this can been seen in Fig. 5.3(a).
The setup in Fig. 5.1(b), where download traffic must contend at two hops, is already
sufficient to create a level of unfairness whereby download traffic to stations 1-10 is almost
starved of throughput. By introducing contention at further relay hops, the unfairness can
evidently be amplified still further. In effect, the potential exists for almost arbitrary levels
of unfairness to exist between competing traffic flows in a multi-hop setting. Note that this
effect is not associated with interference or other sources of unfairness. Rather it is a direct
consequence of the properties of the 802.11 MAC.
5.4 Achieving Per-Flow Fairness
Since the unfairness behaviour noted above is associated with the MAC operation, it is
natural to seek to improve fairness by investigating changes at the MAC layer. In this
chapter, we propose the use of 802.11e’s TXOP mechanism to restore/enforce fairness. We
first model the functionality of TXOP, then discuss how to achieve fairness with it.
For ease of discussion, we specify the duration of a TXOP (denoted to be K) as the
number of packets. That is, by saying Ki = k we mean a duration during which a maximum
of k packets can be transmitted by station i with a specific PHY date rate which does not
change.
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5.4.1 Modelling TXOP
We design a finite-load model to quantify TXOP’s functionality. We use the approach
proposed by Bianchi in [20] and extended in [73] to allow us to calculate the impact of
TXOPs.
In multi-hop CSMA/CA based networks, modelling the relay traffic distribution from a
previous hop is still an open problem. Following common practice (e.g., [43, 37]) we assume
that the offered load at station i is an independent Poisson process with mean rate of λi
bits/sec.
We therefore consider an intermediate hop between the source and the destination with
relaying MP denoted as MP ′ and n − 1 associated MPs/user stations. The quantity of
interest is the throughput of station (recall that by station, we mean both MPs and user
stations) i
xi =
Pi,sE[Li]
E[T ]
(5.1)
where Pi,s is the probability that station i has a successful transmission, E[Li] is the ex-
pected number of bits transmitted in a transmission, and E[T ] is the expected slot duration
(in seconds).
Let τi be the probability that station i attempts transmission, and pi be the probability
of station i collides with others in a real slot time. Following [73], we assume that for
each station i there is a constant probability 1− qi that the station’s queue has no packets
awaiting transmission in an expected slot. The probability qi that one or more packets are
available in E[T ] time is given by qi = 1 − e(−λi/Ki)E[T ] where Ki is the TXOP values, in
packets.
Using a similar coupling technique as in [20], the probability τi can be modelled as a
function of pi and qi using a Markov chain for the contention windows (see Equation (6) in
[73]). A second relation relating τi and pi is
1− pi =
∏
j 6=i
(1− τj), (5.2)
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i.e., there is no collision for station i when all other stations are not transmitting. With n
stations, p1, . . . , pn and τ1, . . . , τn can be solved numerically.
Let Ptr be the probability that at least one station is transmitting, we then have that
Ptr = 1−
n∏
i=1
(1− τi). (5.3)
Let Pi,s be the probability that station i successfully wins a transmission opportunity
(which may involve transmitting one or multiple packets), then
Pi,s = τi
∏
j 6=i
(1− τj), (5.4)
and combining with Equation (5.2), we have that
Pi,s = τi(1− pi). (5.5)
Let Pc be the probability that more than one station starts transmissions at the same
time, we have that
Pc = Ptr −
n∑
i=1
Pi,s. (5.6)
Now we can represent the expected slot duration as
E[T ] = (1− Ptr)σ +
n∑
i=1
(Pi,sTi,s) + PcTc. (5.7)
where σ is the idle slot duration, TC is the collision duration, and Ti,s is the successful
duration. In the non-TXOP case, both TC and Ti,s correspond to a packet transmission
and associated overhead, while in the TXOP case multiple packets can be transmitted.
There are two variables (Ti,s and E[Li]) in Equation (5.1) that are still unknown, with
their relationship being that Ti,s = E[Li]/R + ∆ where R (bits/sec) denotes the physical
rate, and ∆ (in seconds) denotes the overhead including DIFS for 802.11 (AIFS for 802.11e),
SIFS and ACKs. For calculating E[Li], we use an approximation that station i always waits
until there are enough packets to transmit in one TXOP (as we will see that analysis with
this assumption matches the simulations well), hence E[Li] = Ki ∗L where Ki is the TXOP
duration in packets at station i and L is the packet size in bits. The aggregate overhead in
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Figure 5.4: Model vs. simulation for TXOP and 802.11 DCF.
one TXOP is thus ∆i = DIFS/AIFS+Ki(2∗SIFS+Tack+2∗Tphy,hdr+Tmac,hdr+Tother,hdr).
The model is now complete.
This analysis is verified against simulations. We use a process with mean rate of 64
Kbps. A upload and a download flows are associated with user station and the MP ′. The
packet size, physical data rate and physical basic rate used is 80 bytes, 11Mbps and 1Mbps,
respectively. The other parameters are listed in Table 5.1. In Fig. 5.4(a), we illustrate the
results for both TXOP enabled 802.11e (labelled as TXOP) and 802.11 DCF (labelled as
non-TXOP). It can be seen that (i) as the number of flows increases, in both cases the
system throughput increases to a maximum level and remains thereafter, (ii) the use of
TXOP allows higher throughput to be sustained compared with the 802.11 DCF. In Fig.
5.4(b), the individual throughput achieved by MP ′ and user stations is depicted. We can
see that the throughput achieved by the 802.11 DCF drops rapidly when there are more
than 12 pairs of traffic flows. With TXOP, however, MP ′ can maintain a near constant
throughput after the channel becomes saturated. In both cases, user-stations throughput
decrease slightly with the number of traffic flows. Here, MP ′ uses the number of flows as
the TXOP value.
For stations which are backlogged, we have that the probability qi = 1. According to
Equations (5.4), (5.2), we know that these saturated stations have the same transmission
success probability (represented as P ∗s ) in a slot. The throughput ratio between these
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stations is thus proportional to their TXOPs. i.e.,
xi
xj
=
P ∗s E[Li]
P ∗sE[Lj ]
=
Ki
Kj
. (5.8)
Recall that all stations are using the same parameters such as CWmin, CWmax, AIFS, etc.
In order to quantify the relationship between all stations that may or may not be
saturated, we define the effective TXOP duration K ′i used by station i to be
K ′i =
Pi,sE[Li]/L
P ∗s
(5.9)
where Pi,s is the actual successful transmission probability, L is the packet length. Observe
that K ′i = Ki for saturated stations, but K
′
i ≤ Ki for stations which are not persistently
saturated. That is, saturated stations can use up to the maximum assigned TXOP, but non-
saturated stations can not. The advantage of working in terms of K ′i is that the throughput
ratio between any stations can be written as
xi
xj
=
Pi,sE[Li]
Pj,sE[Lj ]
=
K ′i
K ′j
, (5.10)
i.e., this relationship holds for both saturated and non-saturated stations. This equation
says that the ratio of throughput achieved by any two stations is equal to the ratio of their
TXOPs. We can then control fairness between stations as long as proper TXOPs are chosen,
which will be detailed in the following section.
5.4.2 The Proposed Scheme
Let the number of flows with packets queued at MPi on channel l be n at a transmission
opportunity. We select TXOP duration Kl,i = n and use a modified queuing discipline
(e.g., [96]) that serves one packet per flow at each transmission opportunity. Note that
TXOP may change from transmission opportunity to transmission opportunity as the mix
of queued packets varies and so the scheme automatically adapts to changes in the number
of flows carried by a station.
It follows immediately from (5.10) that the ratio of station throughput is approximately
equal to the ratio of flows carried. In practice, this dynamic TXOP allocation scheme can
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be simplified to select Kl,i to equal the average number of flows carried by station i
2, and by
employing FIFO queuing (rather than per-flow fair queueing) with little loss in performance
– see the example below. There is no message passing required since each station is able
to determine the number of flows it carries by inspection of its outgoing packet stream and
thus the scheme is fully decentralised, greatly facilitating management and roll-out.
5.4.3 Remarks
We comment that with this TXOP approach a station transmits n packets in a single burst.
For n large, this can result in the station occupying the channel for a substantial consolidated
period of time and this may, for example, negatively impact competing delay-sensitive
traffic. We can address this issue in a straightforward manner by using multiple smaller
TXOPs instead of a single one. When using smaller packet TXOPs, it is necessary to ensure
a corresponding increase in the number of transmission opportunities won by the station.
This can be achieved by using a smaller value of CWmin for the prioritised traffic class at
the station. It is shown in [17] that competing traffic classes gain transmission opportunities
approximately in inverse proportion to their values of CWmin. Let k denote the ratio of the
stations CWmin value to the base value used in the network (e.g. 31 in 802.11b/g). Scaling
k with the number of transmission opportunities required provides coarse (recall that in
802.11e k is constrained to be a power of two) prioritisation of downstream flows. We then
complement this with use of TXOP for fine grained adjustment of the packet burst lengths.
For example, when k = 2 we halve the value of CWmin and also halve the value of TXOP to
n/2. Hence, fine grained prioritisation can always be achieved while avoiding unduly large
packet bursts.
2It is important to note that for a station that is assigned a long TXOP length, if during a transmis-
sion opportunity it has no packets to send (the network interface queue is empty) then that transmission
opportunity is ended automatically. That is, if the offered load at a station is too low to make full use of its
allocated TXOP share (or due to burstiness of the traffic, the interface queue is empty from time to time),
the excess is not lost but rather becomes available on a best effort basis for use by other stations in the
network.
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Figure 5.5: CBR results with TXOP per station fairness scheme. TXOP = 10 at MP0,
TXOP = 10 at MP7, TXOP = 11 at MP8.
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Figure 5.6: TCP results for topology in Fig. 5.1(a). Simulation parameters listed in Table
5.1.
5.4.4 CBR Results
We revisit the earlier multi-hop examples, and illustrate the impact of the proposed TXOP
assignment scheme with CBR traffic. For the topology in Fig. 5.1(a), Fig. 5.5(a) demon-
strates the impact of this change – it can be seen that fairness is restored between upload
and download flows. For the second topology in Fig. 5.1(b), the corresponding results are
shown in Fig. 5.5(b). Again, it is evident that fairness is restored.
5.4.5 TCP Results
Since TCP currently carries the vast majority of network traffic it is important to investigate
the performance of the proposed scheme with TCP.
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Figure 5.7: TCP results for topology in Fig. 5.1(b) (with N=11). Simulation parameters
listed in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5.6(a) and Fig. 5.7(a) shows the throughput of TCP upload and download flows
for, respectively, the network topologies in Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). As expected, unfairness
between upload and download flows is evident.
The performance with the proposed TXOP scheme is illustrated in Figs. 5.6(b) and
5.7(b). It can be seen that, as required, fairness is restored. Here, we use the method
introduced in Chapter 4 to ensure reliable TCP ACK transmissions, i.e., TCP ACKs are
stored in a queue with high priority by assigning it CWmin = 3, CWmax = 7 and AIFS = 2,
and TCP data packets use a low priority queue with parameters CWmin = 31, CWmax =
1023 and AIFS = 6.
5.4.6 Prioritising Local Traffic
In a large wireless multi-hop network, per-flow fairness can lead to local access traffic being
starved of bandwidth at MPs close to the wired gateway. For example, consider the network
topology in Fig. 5.1(b) with one local station at MP8 (i.e. N=11). Figure 5.8(a) plots the
throughput of this local station as the numberM of client stations atMP0 is varied between
0 and 10. The per-flow scheme discussed above is used. The total number of destination
stations is 2M+2 and, as expected, the bandwidth share of the local station is proportional
to 1/(2M + 2) and so decreases towards zero as M increases.
Of course, this might be reasonable in some circumstances, e.g. where the network
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Figure 5.8: Protecting local stations for topology in Fig. 5.1(b). One local station at MP8
(N=11) and number of client stations at MP0 is varied. Simulation parameters listed in
Table 5.1.
infrastructure is provided by a third party and resources are to be shared equally regardless
of proximity to the gateway. However, it can also be undesirable, e.g., where the multi-hop
network is formed by individual MP owners allowing shared access, subject to the proviso
that each MP owner retains a minimum bandwidth share for his/her own traffic. In general,
the choice of the most appropriate fairness requirement here is essentially a policy decision
for the network operator. Our main point here is that TXOP does indeed provide the
necessary flexibility to allow fairness to be controlled in a simple and practical manner. In
particular, we show in this section that protecting local traffic can also be readily achieved
using TXOP.
We consider two approaches for protecting local traffic. The first approach only requires
adjustment of TXOP but makes use of two 802.11e traffic classes. This approach has
the virtue of simplicity and requires only straightforward adjustment of the MAC TXOP
parameters. It does, however, require the use of two traffic classes. The 802.11e standard
provides a total of only four traffic classes. Hence, in mixed traffic environments with voice,
video, data etc we can quickly run out of traffic classes. We therefore also present an
alternative approach to protecting local traffic that uses only a single traffic class. This
benefit comes at the cost of the need for changes (a software change only) to the queueing
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discipline employed at the network interface queue.
Protecting local traffic using two traffic classes
As before, let n denote the number of neighbouring wireless stations (client stations and
other MPs) on a given radio channel. At the i’th wireless station we assign local flows to
one traffic class which is assigned a TXOP value of Ni,local packets. Relay flows are assigned
to a second traffic class with TXOP Ni,relay.
Summing over all of the neighbouring stations, the share of transmission opportuni-
ties allocated to local traffic is therefore
Pn
i=1 Ni,localPn
i=1[Ni,local+Ni,relay]
. We require to allocate a
minimum proportion α of transmission opportunities to local traffic. That is, we require
Pn
i=1 Ni,localPn
i=1[Ni,local+Ni,relay]
= α. Rearranging yields
n∑
i=1
Ni,local =
α
1− α
n∑
i=1
Ni,relay. (5.11)
Any TXOP allocation that satisfies constraint (5.11) will ensure that local traffic receives
an α share of the available transmission opportunities.
Note that freedom remains as to the selection of Ni,local and Ni,relay, and this can be
used to further control fairness. In particular, we consider selecting Ni,local = klnlocal,i and
Ni,relay = krnrelay,i where nlocal,i is the number of destination stations associated with the
outgoing local traffic from node i and nrelay,i is the corresponding relay traffic value. The
scaling factors kl and kr are selected to satisfy constraint (5.11). By similar arguments
to those in Section 5.4.1, this choice for Ni,local ensures that the local traffic transmission
opportunity share α is allocated among local traffic flows on a per station basis. Similarly,
with the relay traffic share 1− α.
We illustrate the impact of this strategy in Fig. 5.8(b). In this example we select
α = 0.25, i.e., local traffic is allocated a minimum of 25% of the available transmission
opportunities. It can be seen that the bandwidth share of the the local traffic is now lower
bounded as required.
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Protecting local traffic using one traffic class
We can also use a single traffic class for both local and relay traffic. Let the TXOP value
for this class at the i’th wireless station be Ti.
We now partition the total transmission time Ti into intervals Ti,local and Ti,relay with
Ti,local+Ti,relay = Ti and Ti,relay = (1−α)/α Ti,local. Then Ti,local/Ti = α and Ti,relay/Ti =
(1 − α). By partitioning TXOP in this way at every wireless station, we can protect
the bandwidth share of local traffic as required. Specifically, on winning a transmission
opportunity at station i, we use Ti,local of the available transmit time to send local traffic
and Ti,relay to transmit relay traffic.
To implement this approach requires a software change that can be implemented in
practice in a number of ways – for example, we can modify the wireless card device driver
to perform a selective walk of the interface queue on each transmission opportunity. In
practice, the interface queue is commonly divided into a device queue and a txqueue, with
packets queued by the network stack in the txqueue before transferral to the device queue.
While the device queue service discipline may be hardware dependent, the txqueue service
discipline is generally implemented within the operating system kernel and can be readily
modified. The proposed approach can thus be readily implemented by use of a TXOP-sized
device queue combined with a selective walk of the txqueue when transferring packets from
the txqueue to the device queue.
5.4.7 Tendency to Max-min Fairness
The proposed scheme in Section 5.4.2 considers providing per-flow fairness using the TXOP
mechanism of 802.11e. The resulting allocation is close to max-min fair [18] in the considered
topologies (as each flow achieves a same rate). This can also be seen for the parking lot
topology in Fig. 5.9(a) which is often used to illustrate fairness of end-to-end traffic in
general network setups (in both wired networks, e.g., [72] [78] [62]) and wireless networks
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Figure 5.9: Test-bed results. Parameters used is listed in Table 5.2.
TSIFS (µs) 16
Idle slot duration (σ) (µs) 9
TDIFS (µs) 34
CWmin 15
CWmax 1023
Retry limit 11
Packet size (bytes) 1500
Table 5.2: MAC and PHY parameters used in test-bed implementation.
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is the unique max-min allocation where ci is the current capacity of channel i.
We have implemented the topology shown in Fig. 5.9(a) using a test-bed3 constructed
from Soekris net48014 stations with Atheros 802.11a/b/g miniPCI cards. All stations
run the Linux 2.6.21.1 kernel with a version of the MADWiFi5 wireless driver which is
customised to allow the prioritisation described in this chapter. In order to ensure a
non-interfering channel allocation at each MP and to avoid interference with neighbor-
ing WLANs, all of these tests are performed with 802.11a channels. We use channels 40,
48 and 56 of 802.11a for channels 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The channel rate is fixed at
3Main contributions of this test-bed implementation belong to Venkataramana Badarla and David Malone
of our group.
4http://www.soekris.com/net4801.htm
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/madwifi/
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6Mbps. To implement dual-radio MPs, we join two net4801 stations at 100 Mbps with a
cross-over cable to form a single logical MP. Routing in the network is statically configured.
We use iperf6 to generate TCP traffic and data is collected from both iperf and tcpdump.
All the control operations such as initializing flows, collecting statistics etc., are carried
out using the wired Ethernet of net4801 stations. SACK enabled TCP NewReno with a
large receiver buffers (16 MBytes) is used. The TCP data packet size is 1500 bytes. All
other TCP parameters are taken as the default value of Linux Kernel 2.6.21.1. To prioritise
TCP ACK packets, we put ACK packets into the highest priority queue (Queue 3) which
is assigned with CWmin = 3, CWmax = 7 and AIFS = 2. TCP data packets are collected
into lower priority queue (Queue 2) which is assigned with CWmin = 31, CWmax = 1023
and AIFS = 6.
Using the proposed scheme, the resulting allocation is shown in Fig. 5.9(b) where we use
0, 5000 and 12000 µs (which correspond to durations of transmitting 1, 2 and 5 packets) as
TXOPs for MP0, MP1 and MP3. It can be seen that an approximate max-min allocation
is achieved7.
5.5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown in this chapter that gross unfairness can exist in multi-hop CSMA/CA
based networks if the 802.11 DCF scheme is used at the MAC layer. We have demonstrated
that the TXOP mechanism of 802.11e can be used to ensure/restore fair allocation. The
proposed TXOP based scheme is implementable on standard hardware in a simple and fully
distributed way without the needs of message passing.
The network setups considered are 802.11 based multi-radio multi-hop networks, where
there are no packet losses due to MAC layer contention, channel noise and interference, etc.
6http://dast.nlanr.net/Projects/Iperf/
7Here, c2 = 4.5 Mbps and c0 = 4.75 Mbps – the capacity at each hop is not the same since 802.11
throughput is dependent on the number of contending stations, which differs at each hop. Flow 0 and flows
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 achieve the same throughput of 0.75 Mbps, while flow 1 and 2 achieve the same throughput of
2 Mbps.
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Figure 5.10: Impact of excessive MAC layer contention on fairness.
When these factors are present however, tuning TXOP alone may not be sufficient. For
example, in Fig. 5.10 we show the impact of MAC layer contention. There is only one end-
to-end flow, i.e., flow 3, which traverses two orthogonal hops. A retry limit of 1, AIFS = 2,
TXOP = 1, CWmin = 7 and CWmax = 31 are used for TCP data packets
8. If the results
were max-min fair, we would expect flows 0, 1, 2 and 3 to achieve the same throughput,
namely about 1/4 of the capacity of channel 0. However, we observe that flows 2 and 3
obtain a substantially lower throughput than flows 0 and 1. This happens because frequent
packet losses occur due to the small retry limits and contention window sizes. Even if the
values used are unrealistically small in this example, we can expect that when there are
large numbers of stations, similar behaviour would happen even if standard parameters are
used.
Using static larger than standard contention windows and retry limits may mitigate the
impact of excessive MAC layer contention. However, channel capacity in CSMA/CA based
networks is load-dependent. When traffic load is varied, these values should be updated
accordingly. That is, dynamic solutions (such as those proposed in [126] or [48]) may be
useful to enhance the proposed TXOP scheme so as to tune related parameters to minimise
contention losses. Further, if losses are caused by channel noise or hidden/exposed terminals,
8TCP ACK packets are still prioritised with retry limit of 2, AIFS = 1, TXOP = 50, CWmin = 3 and
CWmax = 7.
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tuning TXOP, contention window sizes and other parameters together may be necessary to
ensure fairness. We leave the considerations for these cases to future work. In future work,
we will also investigate the possibility of providing more general fairness criteria such as
proportional fairness.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Future Work
We started the thesis by developing an analytical model to explicitly model the impact
of channel errors on MAC layer throughput. Using this model, we showed that the DCF
scheme is not fundamentally capable of supporting 100 Mbps at the MAC layer which is
the key aim of the future IEEE 802.11n standard. We then extended the DCF model to
evaluate the performance of the BTA scheme – the most promising scheme in terms of
improving throughput over the DCF scheme. Using the extended model, we demonstrated
that BTA can support 100 Mbps in future 802.11n only if the physical layer rate is faster
than 500 Mbps.
To further decrease overhead that causes the inefficiency of the DCF and the BTA
scheme, we proposed a novel scheme whereby transported information is partially acknowl-
edged and retransmitted. An analytic model is developed to evaluate the throughput and
delay of AFR over a noisy channel and to compare AFR with competing schemes in the
literature. If the application is saturated CBR traffic, analysis shows that AFR can achieve
at the MAC layer more than 100 Mbps when the PHY rate is faster than 216 Mbps. As a
complement to the theoretical analysis, we investigated by simulations the impact of AFR
on the performance of realistic applications including TCP, HDTV and VoIP.
We next considered buffer sizing 802.11e WLANs. Although buffer sizing algorithms
have been proposed for wired links, a number of fundamental new issues arise in WLANs.
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These new issues include the fact that the mean service rate is dependent on the level of
channel contention, and packet inter-service times vary stochastically due to the random
nature of CSMA/CA operation. As the classical rule of thumb is to provision buffers to be
equal to the BDP, we proposed an adaptive algorithm that emulates the BDP rule. To take
advantage of the statistical multiplexing to decrease the buffer sizes where feasible, we then
proposed a second adaptive sizing algorithm to achieve both high throughput efficiency and
low delays simultaneously. As an enhancement to the second algorithm, we further designed
a third algorithm to adapt to channel variations promptly.
In the last part of the thesis, we highlighted that gross unfairness can exist between
competing flows in the relay based multi-hop networks even when orthogonal channels
are used in neighbouring hops. We proposed the use of 802.11e’s TXOP mechanism to
enforce/restore fairness. We presented a readily implementable scheme which works in a
simple and fully decentralised way without requiring any message passing.
There are interesting issues yet to be resolved at CSMA/CA based MAC layer.
First, great popularity means that in scenarios such as city centers, deployments of
WLANs are becoming more and more dense. Interference related issues (notably hidden
and exposed terminals) thus pose increasing challenges. While prior art regarding these
issues mainly focusses on channel allocation, power control, carrier sensing range tuning,
etc., great scope still exists to improve performance in such circumstances.
Second, rate adaptation has been one of the most important techniques for accommo-
dating variations in wireless channel. However, real world measurements have shown that
current implemented rate adaptation algorithms often perform poorly. We would like to
consider improving rate adaptation in the future work. Indeed, the AFR scheme that we
proposed for future very high-speed WLANs bears the similar purpose as rate adaptation
algorithms, comparison (or better combination) of the AFR with properly designed rate
adaptations is thus desired.
Third, while we considered improving CSMA/CA performance in very high-speedWLANs,
it turned out that in the other extreme case where very low-speed is used at the physical
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layer, the inefficiency suffered by CSMA/CA MAC layers might be quite similar, suggesting
that similar techniques can be readily extended to that area.
Fourth, with activities of 802.11n standard are nearly close to the end and pre-11n
wireless cards are available now, it is about the right time to test the real performance
of it. Two issues deserve particular attention in this regard: one is compatibility with
802.11b/g/a, e.g., how fast a 802.11n card can be when 802.11b/g/a stations around? Given
the huge efforts that have been made for 802.11n, is it possible that in the near future this
kind of wireless cards will replace its predecessors? If not, what should be done?
Another issue is energy efficiency. Energy related considerations are gaining popularity
quickly in wired networks and in cellular networks. As for 802.11n, enabling multiple sending
and receiving antennas with the aim of providing the expected high rates naturally requires
higher power. Can Power over Ethernet enabled switchs provide the power required by
multiple antennas? If not, what wiil the performance be when 802.11n is running with low
power?
Last, future wireless devices are likely to be capable of accessing multiple channels
simultaneously. This means that design of spectrum agile MAC and PHY layers is an
important issue, which inevitably required close interaction between these two layers, i.e.,
cross-layer design will become more and more important.
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